Faculty Salary Survey by WKU University Senate
03 / 06/ 86 ALL FULL TI ME RAN KED PER SONNEL BY SALARY WIT HIN RANK WIT HI N DEPT PAGE - BOWLI NG GREE N COLl Of BUS ADM I N FAL L 1985 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 198 5 
EQUIV [QUIV pRCNl DOLLAR CONTRACT OAT( CONT RANK HI GH l[NUR[ 
RANK OUT 19811 1985 CHNGE CHANGE SALARY APP T SEX MNTH YEAR DEG DATE 
PRO f BOWLI NG GREE N C 117 ,1150. 54 48,873.86 2 . 99 1,740 . 00 59,748 . 00 10/01/84 H 12 6" PHD 10/84 
RAN K AVE 48 , 873.86 
ASSOC PROf BOWLI NG GR EE N G 33 , 286.05 34,287 . 28 3 . 00 1, 22 4 . 00 111, 916.00 09/01/65 . H 12 65 HA 09/68 
RA NK AVE 311,287 . 28 • 
DEPT AVE 41,580 . 57 
9 MONTH 9 MONnl 1985 ) 
EQUIV EQU IV PIlCNT OOL l AR CONT RACT DATE CO NT RANK HI GH T ~URE 
RANK DEPT 1984 1985 CtlNGE CHANGE SALAIlY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR DEG DATE 4 
PROF ACCOU NTING 37, 1011. ·.6 111 , 700 . 00 12.39 3,660 . 00 - 41, 700 . 00 09/01/66 H 09 70 PHD 09 /7 1* • pll Of ACCOUNT ING 38 . 880 . 00 110 , 860 . 00 5.09 1, 980.00 11 0 , 860 . 00 08/ 16/74 H 09 79 PHD 08/76 • 
PIlOF ACCOUNTI NG 38 , 352.00 40 , 308.00 5. 10 1, 956 . 00 40 , 308 . 00 08/ 16/77 H 09 61 ' PHD 08/82 
PROF ACCOU NT I NG 0 . 00 37 , 812 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 37 , 812 . 00 08/ 16/8 1 H 09 61 EDD 00/00* 
RANK AVE 40,170 . 00 
ASSOC PROf ACCOU NTI NG 28, 1611.00 28,812.00 2 . 30 6 48.00 28 , 812 . 00 09/0 1/6 4 H 09 67 H6A 09/69 
RANK AVE 28 , 812 . 00 
ASST PROf ACCOU NTI NG 30 , 756 .00 33 . 9811. 00 10 . 49 3, 228 .00 33 , 984. 00 08/16/83 H 09 63 HS 00/00 
AS ST PROF ACCOU NTI NG 28, 1611. 00 28,81 2 . 00 2 . 30 648.00 28 , 8 12 . 00 08/16/83 H 09 63 H6A 00/00 
AS ST PRor ACCOUNT I NG 28 , 128.00 28 , 560.00 1. 53 /j3 2 . 00 28 , 560 . 00 09/01/64 H 09 64 HA 09/70 
ASST PROf ACCOU N riNG 26, 172. 00 26,568. 00 1 . 51 396 . 00 26 ,568 . 00 08/16/71 H 09 7 1 MPA 08/77 
ASST PROF ACCOUNTING 26,076.00 26,472 . 00 1. 51 396 . 00 26,1172 . 00 09/01/65 H 09 66 HBA 09/70 
RA NK .... VE 28,879.20 
INST ACCOU NT I NG 24, 000 . 00 211, 720 . 00 3.00 720.00 24 , 720 . 00 08/ 16/84 f 09 6 4 HA 00/00 
RANK AVE 2/j,720.00 
DE PT AVE 32 , 600 . 72 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
EQV IV EaU IV PRC NT DOllAR CONTRACT DATE CONT RANK HIGH TE NUR E 
RA NK DE PT 198/j 1985 CHNGE CHANGE SALARY Ap PT SEX MNTH YEAR DEG DAT E 
PROf MANAGE MENT AND 38,856.00 /j0 , 308.00 3.73 1,452 .0U 40 , 308.00 08/16/79 H 09 79 PHD 08/811 
PROf MANAGE MENT AND 38,6611. 00 110, 11 6 . 00 3. 75 1, 11 52. 00 /j0 ,1 16.00 08/16/83 H 09 63 PH D 00/00 
PRO f MANAGE MENT AND 38,30'1. 00 39,756.00 3 . 79 1,11 52 . 00 39 , 756 . 00 06/01/65 H 09 67 PH D 09/68 PROF MA NAGEMENT AND 38 , 282.40 39,244.36 2 . 5 1 1, 116 . 00 47 , 976 . 00 06/01/8 1 H 12 61 PHD 00/00 
RANK AVE 39,856 . 09 
ASSOC PIlOF MANAGEMENT AND 0 . 00 39,000 . 00 0 . 00 0.00 39,000.00 08 /1 6/85 M 09 B5 PHD 00/00 
ASSOC PROF MANAG EMENT AND 33 , 111/1. 00 36,516 . 00 10 . 17 3 , 372 . 00 36 , 516 . 00 08/16/8 1 M 09 B3 PlIO 00/00 
ASSOC PROf MANAGEMENT AN D 32 , 772.00 33,516.00 2 . 27 744.00 33,516.00 08/16/77 M 09 77 PHD 08/8 2 
ASSOC PROF MANAGEMENT AND 31,008.00 32 , 3.52.00 4.33 1, 3411. 00 32,352 . 00 08/16/76 H 09 6 4 J D 08/82 
ASSOC PRO F MANAGEMENT AND 30,312 . 00 30,768.00 1. 50 456.00 30,768 . 00 09/0 1/69 M 09 69 J D 08/74 
IlANK AVE 34,430 .40 
ASST PROF MANAGE ME NT AND 28 , 740.00 31,800.00 10.61, 3,060 . 00 31 . 800 . 00 08/16/82 H 09 82 PHD 00/00 
ASST PRor MANAGEME NT AND 0 . 00 31,008.00 0.00 0 . 00 31, 008.00 08/16/85 H 09 65 PHD 00/00 
ASST PIlOF MANAGEME NT AND 30.000 . 00 30. 456 . 00 1. 52 456.00 30,456.00 08/16/83 H 09 83 PHD 00/00 
ASST PIlOf MANAGE MENT AND 28,560 . 00 29 , 424 . 00 3 . 02 86 4 . 00 29,4211. 00 01/01/79 H 09 79 PHD 08/85 
ASST PROf MANAGEMENT AND 25 , 4611.00 25 , 848.00 1. 50 384 . 00 25,848.00 07/01/75 H 09 79 EDD 08/84 
RA NK AVE 29,707.20 
DEPT AVE 34 ,293.7/j 
"'''<J-''"N '''Il po o<l "om ... ,.' ......... ~ ~s 57 l 7!i 
P:>2" 
, 
9 MONTH 9 MON1H 1985 
EQV IV EQUIV 'PHCNT DOLLAR CONTRACT DATE CONT RANK HIGH TENURE 
RANK DEPT 1984 1985 GHNGE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR OED DATE 
PROF AD~\ I N IS' RAf I V[ 35 , 088 . 00 36 ,13 2.00 2.97 1,01111.00 36,132 . 00 09/01/69 M 09 76 (DO 08n4 
PIlOf ADMINIsrRATIVE 34,776.00 35,796.00 2.93 1,020.00 35,796.00 02/0 1/68 f 09 75 EOO 08/73 
PRO F ADM IN ISTRATIVE 311, 699 .56 35 , 7110 . 05 2.99 1, 272.00 43,692.00 06/0 1/65 M 12 65 EDO 09/68 
RANK AV E 35,889.35 
ASSOC PROf ADMINISTRArlVE 29,688 . 00 30 , 588 .00 3.03 900.00 30,')88.00 08/16/84 M 09 8" EDO 00/00 
ASSOC PROf ADMINISTRATIVE 29 ,688.00 30 , 276 . 00 1. 98 588.00 30 , 276.00 09/0 1/65 M 09 70 PHD 08/7 1 
RANK AVE 30 ,432.00 , 
ASST PRO f ADMINlsrRATr VE 26 ,028.00 27 , 108 . 00 4.14 1,080.00 27,108.00 08/16/82 f 09 82 EOO 00/00 
ASST PROf ADMIN ISTRAT IVE 22,164 . 00 22 , 656.00 2.21 492.00 22,656.00 06/3 1/63 f 09 67 MA '. . " 0'9/68 
RA NK AV[ 24,882.00 
~. 
" DEPT AVE 3 1 , 185. 15 
~ 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 • 
[QUIV [QVI V PRCNT DO LLAR CONT RACT DATE CO NT RANK HIG H TENURE • 
RA NK DEPT 1984 1985 CH NGE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MN TH YEAR _ DEC DATE 
PROf ECO NOMICS 35,784.00 36,672.00 2. 48 888.00 36 ,672.00 08/15/73 H 09 77 PHD 08/78 
PROf ECO NOM I CS 35 , 532 . 00 36,420.00 2.49 888.00 36 ,420.00 09/01/68 H 09 73 PHD . 08n3 
PRO F ECONOM t CS 34,689.74 35,828 .40 3 . 28 1 , 392 . 00 43,80 0 .00 08/ 16 /71 M '2 77 PHD 08/76 
PRO F ECO NOM I CS 31,056.00 34 , 392 . 00 10.74 3,336 . 00 34,392.00 09/0 1/61 M 09 85 PHO 08/7 4 
RANK AVE 35 , 828.10 
ASSOC PIlOf ECONO~11 CS 28,356.00 30,252.00 6.68 1,896.00 30,252.00 08/ 16/75 M 09 84 1'110 08/83 
ASSOC pllOr ECO NOM I CS 28,632 . 00 29 , 064 . 00 1 . 50 113 2 . 00 29 ,064. 00 08/16/72 f 09 75 PHD 08/77 
ASSOC PROF ECO NOM 1 CS 26 , 880.00 28 , 60B.00 6.42 1,72B .00 2B , 60B.00 09/01/69 M 09 79 PHD 08/76 
ASSOC PROF ECONOM 1 CS 27 , 396 . 00 27 , 816.00 1. 53 420.00 27 ,816.00 08/ 16/70 M 09 80 PHD 08/82 
RA NK AVE 28,935.00 
ASST PRO f [CO NOM I CS 0.00 32 , 0011 . 00 0.00 0 . 00 32,004 .00 08/16/85 M 09 85 PHD 00/00 
ASST PROF ECO NOM I CS 25 , 092.00 27 , 228 . 00 8 . 5 1 2 ,136.00 27 , 228.00 02/01/67 M 09 70 MA 08/76 
ASST PROF ECONOM ICS 25,8811. 00 26 , 9611.00 11.17 1 , 080.00 26 , 96 4 .00 08/ 16/81 M 09 81 PHD 00/00 
ASST PROF [CO NOM I CS 25 , 428.00 26 , 364.00 3 . 68 936.00 26 , 3611.00 08/16/83 M 09 83 PHD 00/00 
ASST PRO F ECONOM ICS 24,1180.00 25 , 104.00 2.5 4 6 24.00 25,104.00 08/16/78 M 09 78 MA 08/83 
ASST PROf ECONOMI CS 24,000.00 24,360 . 00 1. 50 360 . 00 24,360.00 08/ 16/84 M 09 84 MA 00/00 
RA NK AVE 27, 00 4.00 
OEPT AVE 30,076.88 
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9 MON TH 9 MONT H 1985 
EQUIV EQUIV ,PRCNT DOLLAR CONTRACT OAT( CONT RANK HIGH TENURE 
RANK DEPT 1984 1985 CH NGE CHAtlG E SALARY 
APPT SEX MN TH YEAR OEG OAT( 
PROf FINANCE • MANAG 0.00 43. 008. 00 0.00 0. 00 43 ,008.00 08/16/ 85 " 09 8 ' PH D 00/00 PROF rlNANCE • MANAG 39 ,288.00 40.776, 00 3.78 1,488. 00 40. 776.00 08/15/73 " 09 7. DBA 08/78 RANK AVE 41,892.00 
ASSOC PROF fiNA NCE • MANAG 37,500.00 39 , 084. 00 4, 22 1,56'1,00 39 , 084.00 08/16/84 H 09 "" PHD 00/00 ASSOC PROF FINANCE • MANAG 35 . 532 . 00 31,056.00 11.26 1,52'1.00 37,056.00 08/16/83 H 09 B3 DBA DO/DO ASSOC PROf fINANCE • MANAG 0.00 36,000.00 0.00 0.00 36 , 000.00 08/16/65 " 09 8, PHD DO/DO ASSOC PROF fi NANCE • MANAG 33,804.00 35,1211.00 3.90 1,320.00 35,124.00 01/04/82 . " 09 ... 82 PHD DO/DO. ASSOC PROF f I NANCE • MAN AG 30,564.00 33 , 760.00 10.52 3,216.00 33,780.00 08/16/82 " 09 ' 82 PlIO DO/DO ASSOC PROF FINANCE • MANAG 31,715.49 33,001.39 4.05 1,572 .00 40,344.00 08/16/78 H '2 79 [00 08/63 • RANK AV E 35,674.23 , 
MANAG 0.00 33,000.00 0.00 0.00 33 , 000.00 08/ 16/85 09 8 ' ASST PROf fiNA NCE • H "BA . DO/DO ; ASST PROF fi NANC E • MANAG 23 ,652.00 24,084. 00 1 .82 432. 00 24,084. 00 09/01/65 " 09 .8 "A ' ''9/69 RANK AVE 28 , 542.00 ~ 
INST FINANCE • MAN AG 23 , 832.00 24, 192.00 1. 5 1 360.00 24,192 . 00 08/16/82 H 09 82 HBA 00/00 • INST FINANCE • MANAG 2 1,528.00 ' 21,972.00 2.06 444.00 2 1, 972.00 06/16/62 F 09 82 "BA 00/00 • RANK AVE 23 , 082.00 
O(pT AVE 33,423. 11 
03/06/86 ALL FULL T I ME RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY COLL Of EDUC & BEHAV IORAL 
W I TIll N RANK WITHIN DEPT page 4 SCI (NCES 
FAll 1985 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
[QUIV EQU IV PRClH DOLLAR CONTRACT DATE CONT RAN K HIGH TENURE 
RANK DEPT 1984 1985 CHNGE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR DEC OATE 
PROf COLL or (OUC • 115,192.86 116,557.28 3 .01 1, 668.00 56 ,91 6.00 05/17/71 M 12 71 EDD 08/76 PROF COL L or [DUC • 39,038.23 11 0,216.15 3.01 1 , 1140 .00 49,164.00 09/01/66 M 12 70 EDD 09/69 PROF COLL or EOUC • 36,358. 46 37,448.04 2 . 99 1,332.00 45 ,780.00 05/06/74 M 12 7. PHD 08/79 RAf4K AVE 41,407.15 , 
OEPT AYE 41,407.15 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 . , 
EQVIV EQVIV PRCNT DOLLAR CONTRACT DATE CONT RANK HIGH Tlf4URE 
RANK DEPT 1984 1965 CHNG( CHA f4 GE SALARY AP PT SEX MNTH YEAR DEC DATE ~ 
PROf TEACHER EOUCATI 37,762.15 38,959.70 3. 17 1,1164.00 47, 626.00 08/0 1/67 M 12 72 PHD 08/70 • 
PROf TEACHER EDUCAT I 33,816.00 35,316.00 4.43 1, 500.00 35,316.00 08/ 16/71 " O. 7. EDD 06/76 • PRor TEACUE R EDUCATI 33,804.00 ' 34,620.00 2.4 1 816.00 34,620.00 09/01/66 " O. 77 ' "£0 0 06/69 PROf TEACHER EOUCAT I 33,492.00 34, 296.00 2.40 804.00 34,296.00 07/01/66 " O. 77 EDD 09/69 PROf TEACHER EOUCAT I 32 , 544.00 33,036.00 1.51 492.00 33,036.00 09/01/69 " O. 77 EDD 08/12 PROf T(ACHER EDUCATI 32, 11 7.95 32,854.15 2.29 900 . 00 40,1611.00 09/01/66 M 12 75 EDD 09/69 
PROf TEACIIER [DUCAT I 31,293. 110 32,009.97 2 . 28 876.00 39 ,1 32.00 03/25/14 M 12 7' EDD 08/79 
PROf TEACHER EDUCAT I 3 1 ,296.00 31,776 . 00 1. 53 480.00 31 , 776.00 08/0 1/75 " O. .0 EDD 08/80 PROf TEACHER EDUCAT I 29,676 .00 31, 128.00 4.89 1,452.00 31, 128 . 00 08/ 16/75 " O. •• PHD 08/8 1 PRor TEACHER EOUCA T I 30,3 12.00 31,066.00 2. 49 756.00 31 , 068.00 08/16/74 M D. 77 EDO 08/79 
PROf TEACHER (DUCAT I 29 ,892.00 30,732.00 2.8 1 840.00 30,732 . 00 08/ 16/73 r D. ., EDD 08/79 
PROf 1 CACtlER EOUCATI 29,952.00 30,406.00 1. 52 456.00 30,408.00 09/0 1/69 " D. 7. PHD 08/74 PROf TEACHER [DUCAT I 28,920.00 30, 156.00 4.27 1, 236 .00 30, 156 .00 08/16/71 M D. " EDO 08/76 PROF TEACHER EDUCAT I 29,028.00 29,964.00 3.22 936.00 29,964 . 00 08/ 16/15 M D. " EDO 08/80 PROF TEACIIER EOUCATI 28,380.00 29,616 .00 4.35 1,236.00 29,6 16.00 08/16/71 M D. '2 PHD 08/76 
PROF TEACUER (DUCAT I 26 ,1 24.00 29 ,520.00 12.99 3,396.00 29,520 . 00 09/0 1/ 69 f O. .5 EOD 08/76 
PROf TEACHER EDUCATI 28 ,416 . 00 29,352. 00 3.29 936.00 29,352.00 08/ 16/72 M O. ., PHD 06/78 
PROf TEACHER [OUCATI 28, 164.00 29,088.00 3.28 924.00 29,088.00 09/01/60 f d. 7. EDS 08/7 1 
RANK AYE 3 1,883.32 
ASSOC PROf T(ACIlER EDUCAT I 30,288.00 30,744.00 1.50 456.00 30,744 . 00 08/ 16/7 4 " O. 7. EDD 08/79 ASSOC PROf T[ACHER [DUCAT I 29 , 796.00 30,252.00 1. 53 456.00 30, 252. 00 08/ 16/70 " O. 75 EOD 08/75 ASSOC PRO f TEACHER EDUCATI 0.00 29,004. 00 0.00 0. 00 29.004.00 08/ 16/85 M O. ., PHD 00/00 
ASSOC PRor l[ACHER EDUCATI 27 ,690.93 28,917 .93 4.43 1,500.00 35,352.00 08/ 16 /76 M 12 76 "ED 08/82 
ASSOC PROf TEACHER EOUCAT I 27,1J68.00 27,888.00 1. 52 1120.00 27,888.00 07/01/70 M D. 70 EDD 08/76 
ASSOC PROf l[ACHER EDUCAT I 27,0 12.00 27,420.00 1. 5 1 408 . 00 27,420.00 09/01/66 " O. 7. EDD 06/75 ASSOC PROF TEACUE R [DUCAT I 25, 176.00 26,556.00 5.48 1,380.00 26,556.00 08/16/82 f D' '2 EOO 00/00 
ASSOC PROf TEACHER EDUCATI 26, 100.00 26, 496 . 00 1. 51 396 . 00 26.496.00 08/ 16 /73 " O. 7. EOD 06/8 1 ASSOC PROf TEACHER EOUCAT I 25 ,620.00 26, 160.00 2.10 540.00 26,160.00 08/16/70 M d' 7. PHD 08/76 ASSOC PRor TEACHER EDUCATI 24,900.00 26 , 076.00 4.72 1,176.00 26,076.00 09/01/63 f D. .0 EOS 09/69 
ASSOC PROF lEACIlER EDUCATI 24, 192 . 00 24,864.00 2.77 672.00 24,864.00 09/01/63 f O. • 2 " . 06/76 RANI< AVE 27,670.72 
ASST PROf TEACHE R EDUCAT I 23, 4 36.00 24,096.00 2.81 660.00 24. 096.00 06/16/78 f O. 7. EOD 08/84 
ASST PROf TEACHER EDUCAT I 22,920.00 2 3,772.00 3.71 852.00 23 , 772 . 00 08/16/8 1 M 09 " PHD 00/00 ASST PROf lEAGHER EDUCAT t 0.00 23 ,004.00 0.00 0 .00 23,004.00 08/16/85 f O. '5 EOD 00/00 ASST PROf T(ACH(R [DUCAT I 22,584.00 22,932.00 1. 54 348.00 22,932.00 08/16/71 f O. 76 MLS 08/81 
ASST PROF lEACHER [DUCAT I 22,032 . 00 22,524.00 2.23 492.00 22 , 524 . 00 08/16/76 M D. 7. EOO 08/84 
ASST PROF TEACHER EDUCAT I 21,600.00 22,428 . 00 3.8] 828.00 22,428.00 06/ 16/74 r o. 7' MA 08/83 
ASST PROf TEACHER EOUCAll 0.00 22,006.00 0.00 0.00 22,008.00 08/16/85 f d. '5 PHD 00/00 
ASST PROf TEACHER EDUCATI 20,232.00 20,844. 00 3.02 612 .00 20,844.00 08/16/78 f 09 ., M' 00/00 
RANK AYE 22 ,701.00 
DEPT AYE 28,645 . 56 
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9 MONTH 9 MONHI 1985 
EQUIV [QUIV PRCN r DOLLAR CONTRACT OATE CONT RA NK HIGH TENURE RANK D[PT 1984 1985 CII NG[ CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MN TH YEAR DEG DATE 
PROf £DUCA 1 10NAl LEA 36,876.00 37 , 740.00 2.34 864.00 37,140.00 09/0 1/66 M 09 66 EDO 09/69 PRO f EDUCATIONAL LEA 36,540 . 00 37,392 . 00 2.33 852.00 37,392.00 08/16/12 M 09 72 EOO 08/17 PROf £DUCAT 10NAL LEA 34, 104.00 35,256.00 3.37 1,152.00 35,256 . 00 08/16/19 M 09 79 EDO 08/85 PRO f EDUCATIONAL LEA 33,948.00 34 , 740.00 2.33 792.00 3",740.00 08/16/12 f 09 61 EOO 08/18 PROf £DUCATIONAl LEA 33,963.36 34,'173.79 1. 50 6211.00 42, 1114.00 08/ 16/16 M 12 60 PHD 08/82 PROf [OUCATIONAl LEA 33.048.00 33,828.00 2.36 180.00 33,828.00 07/0 1/69 . M 09 77 EDO g~ji~* PROf EOUCAT IONAl LEA 29 ,3110. 02 33,300.00 13.50 2 , 568.00- 33,300.00 08/20/10 M 09 ~ , 78 EOO 
PROF EOUCAT IONAl LEA 32,400.00 33,180.00 2.40 780.00 33, 180. 00 09/01/67 M 09 75 PHD 08/12 PROf [OUGA T 10NAl LEA 32 , 208.00 32,976.00 2 . 38 768.00 32,976.00 09/0 1/69 H 09 77 EDO 08/13 PROf EDUCAT IONAL LEA 31,512.00 32,280.00 2.43 768.00 32 , 280.00 09/01/6& H 09 76 PHD 08/13 
PROf EDUCA T 10NAl LEA 30 , 684.00 31,956.00 4.14 1,272.00 31,956.00 08/ 16/10 H 09 79 EDD 01/15 PROf EDUCATIONAL LEA 30,996.00 31, 16'1. 00 2.47 168. 00 31 , 764.00 06/ 10/68 H 09 79 EDD . ,98/13 , 
PROf EDUCAT IONAL LEA 26 ,169.45 30,180.00 15.32 1,81 2.00- 30,180.00 08/ 16/16 M 09 6. EDD 08/8 1 *4 RANK AV[ 33,774.29 
• ASSOC PROf [DUCA r 10NAl LEA 29,772.00 . 30 , 528 . 00 2.53 756.00 30,528.00 06/ 15/68 H 09 70 EDO 08/12 • ASSOC PROf EDUCATIONAL LEA 23 ,820.00 24 , 972.00 4.83 1, 152.00 24,972 .00 08/16/19 H 09 84 · _PHD 08/85 
RANK AV[ 27,750.00 
ASST PROf [OUCATIONAl LEA 15,934.64 16,294.56 2.25 440.00 
RANK AVE 16,29".56 
19,920.00 08/16/83 f 12 63 EDD . 00/00 
DEPT AVE 31,928.77 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
[QUIV [QU IV PRCNT DOLLAR CONTRACT DATE CONT RANK HIGH TEN URE 
RANK OE PT 1984 1985 CIt NGE CHANGE SALARY AP PT SEX MNTH YEAR OEG DATE 
PROF PHYS I CAL [DUCAT 34,797.72 36,083.61 3.69 1,572.00 44,1 12.00 09/0 1/65 H 12 73 PHD 08/10 
PROF PHYS ICAL [DUCAT 31 , 608.00 32,"96.00 2. 80 868.00 32.496.00 09/01/66 M 09 76 PEO 09/69 
PROF PHYS ICAL [DUCAT 30, 408.00 31,140.00 4 .38 1,332.00 31,740.00 09/01/69 H 09 60 OPE 08/14 
PROF PHYS ICAL [DUCAT 30 , 048.00 30 , 720.00 2.23 672 .00 30,720.00 08/ 16/1 1 H 09 60 EDO 08/16 
PROF PHYSI CAL EOUCAT 27,936.00 29 ,1 96.00 4.51 1,260.00 29, 196.00 08 / 16/74 M 09 6. PHD 08/79 
RANK AV E 32 , 047.12 
ASSOC PROF PHYSICAL £DUCAT 29. 508.00 30, 168.00 2.23 660.00 30,168.00 08/16/72 f 09 7. PHD 08/78 
ASSOC PROf PHYSICAL [DUCAT 28,212.00 29,028.00 2.89 816.00 29 , 028.00 08/16/15 M 09 77 PHD 08/80 
ASSOC PROf PHYS ICAL [DUCAT 27, 468 .00 28 . 152.00 2. 49 664 .00 28,152.00 09/ 11 /60 f 09 7. EDS 09/66 
ASSOC PRO F PHYS ICAL EOUCAT 22,848.00 24,936.00 9.13 2 , 088.00 24 ,936.00 06/ 15/19 H 09 65 EDD 00/00 
ASSOC PROf PliYSICAl EDUCAT 23 ,904 . 00 24 , 852.00 3 . 96 948.00 24,852.00 08/16/74 H 09 64 EDO 08/80 
RANK AV[ 21,427.20 
ASST PROF PHYSICAL EDUCAT 22,972.00 28,548. 00 24 .27 5 , 576.00 28,51i8.00 08/16/80 H 09 60 PHD 08/85 
ASS T PROf PHYSICAL EDUCAT 23 ,988. 00 2l1 , 588.00 2.50 600.00 24,588.00 09/01/69 M 09 79 HA 08/84 
ASST PROf PHYSICAL (DUCAT 23, 18l1.00 23,652.00 2.01 468.00 23,652.00 08/16/72 f 09 76 HPS 08/83 
RANK AVE 25,596.00 
INST PHYS ICAL (QUCAT 20,652. 00 21,180.00 2.55 528.00 2 1,180.00 08/01/79 M 09 79 MA 00/00 
IN ST PHYSICAL £DUCAT 19,12 1. 56 19,700 . 71 3.02 708.00 24 ,081l.00 08/16/77 M 12 77 MA 00/00 
INST PHYSICAL [DUCAT 16, 956. 00 11,1i72.00 3.04 516 . 00 11.472.00 08/16/79 f 09 79 MA 00/00 
IN ST PHYSICAL [DUCAT 16,332.00 16,752.00 2.57 1l20.00 16,752.00 08/16/83 M 09 63 MS 00/00 
RANK AV[ 18 ,776.17 
D[PT AV[ 26, 427.3 1 
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9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
EQU IV EQU IV PRCNT DOL:LAR CONTRACT DATE CDNT RANK HIGH TENURE 
RANK DEPT 19811 1985 CHNG[ CHANGE SA LARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR DEC DATE 
PROF PSYCHOLOGY 37,728 . 00 38,5qq.00 2.16 816.00 38,5qq.OO 09 /01/60 F 09 66 PHD 09/66 
PROF PSYCHOLOGY 35,832 . 00 36,62 q.00 2.21 792.00 36,62q.00 06/ 16/67 M 09 69 EOO 08/72 
PROF PSYCHOLOGY 3q,630.8q 35,906.92 3 . 68 1,560 .00 q3,896.00 07/0 1/75 M 12 77 PHD 08/80 
PROF PSYCIIOLOGY 33,02q.00 3q,320.00 3 . 92 1 ,296.00 3q,320 . 00 08/16/70 M 09 77 PHD 08/75 
PROf PSYCHOLOGY 33,108.00 33,8611.00 2.28 7 56.00 33,8611.00 09/0 1/59 M 09 66 EOO 09/65 
PROf PSYCHOLOGY 32 , 688.00 33,780.00 3.3q 1 ,092 .00 33,780.00 09/0 1/69 . M 09 76 PHD 08/7/t 
PROf PSYCHOLOGY 31,776.00 32,856.00 3.39 1 , 080.00 32,856.00 08/ 16/70 M 09 ... , 80 PHD 08/76 
PROf PSYCHOLOGY 31 , 362 .1 2 32,559.67 3.81 l,q64.00 39,8011.00 08/16/7 1 M 12 78 PHD 08/76 • 
PROF PSYC HOLOGY 3 1 ,188.00 32 , 460.00 4.07 1,272 . 00 32 , 460.00 01/0 1/74 M 09 79 £00 '. ., 08/76 
PROF PSYCHOLOGY 30 , 540.00 31,608.00 3 . 119 1 , 068 . 00 31 , 608.00 08/16/71 M 09 80 PHD 08/76 
PRO F PSYCHO LOGY 30,576 . 00 31 , 296.00 2.35 720.00 31,296.00 09/01/65 M 09 78 PHD 08/71 J 
PROf PSYCHOLOGY 30,300.00 31,056.00 2 . 49 75 6 . 00 31,056.00 09/01/68 M 09 77 PHD · f.l8/72 
PROF PSYCHOLOGY 29,184.00 30,228.00 3.57 1, 044. 00 30,228.00 08/16/76 M 09 ... PliO '08/81 ~ PROF PSYCHOLOGY 28 , 716.00 29,448 . 00 2.54 732 . 00 29,448 . 00 08/16/70 M 09 80 PHD 08/75 
RA NK AVE 33, 182. 18 • • ASSOC PRO F PSYCHOLOGY 28,920.00 ' 29 , 964.00 3 . 60 1 ,044.00 29,964.00 06/01/65 M 09 77 ' - MED 08/76 
ASSOC PROF PSYCHOLOGY 27,252 . 00 27 , 804 . 00 2. 02 552.00 27 , 804 .00 08/ 16/72 M 09 78 PHD 08/78 
ASSOC PROF PSYCHO LOGY 26,808.00 27 , 468.00 2 .46 660.00 27 , 468.00 08/ 16/7 1 M 09 79 EOO 08/76 
ASSOC PROF PSYCHOLOGY 25,776.00 26,964.00 11 . 60 1,188.00 26,964.00 08/ 16/77 M 09 81 EOO . 08/83 
ASSOC PROF PSYCHOLOGY 26 , 088.00 26,88 0 .00 3.03 792. 00 26,880.00 08/ 16/74 F 09 78 PHD 08/80 
ASSOC PRO F PSYCtlOLOGY 26 , 172.00 26,868.00 2 .65 696.00 26,868.00 08/16/73 F 09 78 PHD 08/78 
ASSOC PROF PSYCtlOLOGY 25,500 . 00 26,592 . 00 4 . 28 1,092.00 26,592.00 08/16/79 M 09 82 PSYD 08/85 
ASSOC PROF PSYCHOLOGY 23 ,904 . 00 25 ,06 8.00 4.86 1 , 164.00 25,068.00 08/15/80 F 09 84 PHD 00/00 
ASSOC PROF PSYCHOLOGY 24 , 684 . 00 25,056.00 1. 50 372.00 25,056 . 00 01/08/73 M 09 79 PflO 08179 
RANK AVE 26 ,962 .66 
ASST PROF PSYCHOLOGY 24, 420.00 25, 188.00 3.14 768.00 2 5 ,188.00 08/16/83 F 09 83 PHD 00/00 
ASST PROF PSYCHOLOGY 23 , 004 . 00 23 ,676.00 2 .92 672 . 00 23,6·f6.00 08/16/84 F 09 84 PHD 00/00 
ASST PROf PSYCHO LOGY 0 . 00 17,004.00 0.00 0.00 17,004 .00 08/16/85 M 09 85 PHD 00/00 
RANK AVE 2 1 ,956 . 00 
INST PSYCHOLOGY 16,536.00 17,196.00 3.99 660. 00 17 ,1 96.00 08/16/77 r 09 77 MA 00/00 
INST PSYCHOLOGY 0 . 00 17 , 004.00 0.00 0.00 17 , 004.00 08/16/85 M 09 85 MA 00/00 
INST PSYCHOLOGY 0.00 17,004 . 00 0.00 0.00 17 , 004 .00 08/16/85 F 09 85 MA 00/00 
INST PSYCHO LOGY 16,008 . 00 17 , 00".00 6 . 22 996 . 00 17 , 00" . 00 08/ 16/84 f 09 84 MA 00/00 
RANK AVE 17 , 0,)2.00 
DEPT AVE 28,043.01 
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9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
EQUIV EQU.V PRCNf DOLLAR CONTRACT DATE CONT RANI( H' GH T ( NURE 
RANI( DEPT 1984 1985 CHNGE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MN TH YEAR OEG DATE 
PROF UOME [CON OM 1 CS 35,1.65. 20 36,603.86 3.21 1,392.00 411. 748.00 06/24/68 M 12 68 EDO 08/72 
PROF UUME ECO NOMICS 30,996.00 32,172 . 00 3.79 1,176.00 32 , 172. 0 0 09/0 1/69 M 0' 79 PHO 08/78 
PROF UOME ECONOM I CS 30 , 864.00 3 1,980.00 3.61 1,1 16.00 3 1,980.00 02/01/70 , 0' 18 PHD 08/74 
PROf HOME ECONOMI CS 30,168.00 3 1 , 224 .00 3.50 1,056.00 3 1,224.00 08/16/81 H 09 81 PUQ DO/DO 
PRO F HOME ECONOM I CS 29.820.00 30,924.00 3.70 1,1014000 30 , 92 4 . 00 09/01 /64 , 09 79 PHD 08/74 
PROf HOME ECONOMI CS 29, 064.00 30, 156.00 3.75 1,092.00 30, 156.00 08/16/78 . , 09 80 PHD 0 8/83 
PROf HOME ECONOM ICS 29.626.00 29,626.00 0.00 0.00 29,626.00 08/15/60 H 09 " , 77 PH D 09/67 
PRO f HOME ECONOMICS 27 , 960. 00 28 , 884.00 3.30 924 . 00 28,8M.00 09/0 1/69 , 09 8 1 PHD 08/73 
PRO f UOME ECONOMI CS 2 5 , 572.00 26 , 266.00 2 .72 696. 00 26,268.00 09/0 1/68 , 09 83 PHD 08/79 
RANK AVE 30 , 87 1 .09 
i 
ASSOC PROF UOME ECONOMIC S 26 , 448 . 00 27 , 588.00 4.3 1 1 , 140.00 27,588.00 06/ 16/72 , 09 79 EDD --g8119 ~-
ASSOC PROF HOME ECO NOMICS 2 4,924.00 2 5,680.00 3.03 756.00 25,680.00 08/ 16/80 , 09 80 EDO 8/85 I. 
ASSOC PROF HOME ECONOMI CS 24 , 744.00 25 , 428.00 2.76 68 4 .00 25 ,428.00 06/ 16/7 1 , 09 11 PHD 08/76 ~ 
RANK AVE 26,232.00 • • ASST PROF HOME ECONOM ICS 0.00 - 2 3 , 520 . 00 0.00 0. 00 23 , 520.00 08/16/84 , 09 84 . _PHD DO/ DO 
ASST PROF HOME ECONOMIC S 0.00 22 , 080. 00 0.00 0.00 22 , 080.00 08/ 16/65 H 09 85 PHD DO/DO 
ASST PROf HOME ECONOMI CS 18 , 408.00 19 , 080.00 3.65 672.00 19,080.00 08 / 16/74 , 09 80 EDS 0 8 / 8 5 
RANK AVE 2 1, 560.00 
DE PT AVE 28 , 08 1 .05 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
EQUIV EQUIV PRC NT DOLLAR CONTRACT DATE CONT RANI( HIGH TENURE 
RANK DE PT 19M 198 5 CHNGE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR DEG DATE 
PROF SCIE NCE AND HAT 36,652.94 37,752.33 2.99 1,344 .00 
RANI( AVE 31 , 752.33 
46, 152 . 00 07/01/72 H 12 12 PHD 08 /77 
DEPT AVE 37,752.33 
03/06/86 All FUll T I ME RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY W rTH I N RANK WITHIN DEPT page 8 
OGDEN COlL OF SCI, TECH ,\ HEALTH 
FALL 1985 
9 MON TH 9 MONrH 1985 
EQUIV EQU IV PRCNT DOLLAR CONTRAC T DATE CONT RANK HIGH TENURE RANK DEPT 1984 1985 CHNGE CHANG E SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR DEC DATE 
PROF OGOEN COLL Of S 0.00 112, 51J2. 51J 0.00 0.00 52,008.00 07/15/85 M 12 8' PHD 07/85 PROF OGDEN COLL Of S 31,512.00 33,060.00 4.9 1 1, 51.8.00 33,060.00 09/01/69 M 09 78 PliO 08/74* RANK AV E 37,601.27 
ASST PROF OGDEN COLL Of S 35, 12 1.61• 36,171.96 2.99 1, 2811. 00 44, 220 .00 08/15/67 M 12 ... , 67 BS 06/72 ' 
ASST PROF OGDEN COLL Of S 18 , 912.00 19,1J80.00 3.00 568.00 19,1180.00 08/ 16/83 f 09 B3 PHD 00/00 RANK AVE 27 , 825.98 
INST OGDEN COLL Of S 21,036.00 21,660.00 2.96 624.00 21,660.00 06/01/68 M 10 68 ME[ 00/00 , INST OGDEN COlL Of S 19,260.00 19,51l8.00 1. 49 288.00 19,548.00 07/ 15/68 M 10 68 BS . 20/00 , INSf OGDEN COLL Of S 16,092.00 16, 572.00 2.98 480. 00 16,572.00 09/0 1/ 69 M 10 82 BA 0/00 , I NST OGDEN COl L Of S 12,878.59 13,261.41 2.97 468. 00 16,21 2.00 06/09/69 M 12 82 BS DO/DO 4 RANK AVE 17.760.35 • • DEPT AVE 25,286.98 
9 MON TH 9 MONTH 1965 
EQU IV EQU IV PRCNT DOLLAR CONTRACT OAT( CONT RANK HIGH TENURE 
RANK DEPT 1984 1985 CHNGE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR DEC DATE 
PROf AGR I CU LT URE 35,508.00 37 ,068.00 4.39 1, 560.00 37,068.00 10/01/7 1 M 09 BD PHD 08/76 
PROf AGR I CULTURE 34 , 984.22 36,031l.53 3.00 1, 2811.00 44,052.00 07/01/83 H 12 83 PHD 08/85 
PROF AGR I CULTURE 34,356.00 35,916.00 II. 511 1,560.00 35 , 916.00 01/01/76 H 09 82 EOD 08/81 
PROF AGRICULTURE 311,11J0.00 35,700.00 4.56 1, 560.00 35,700.00 08/16/70 H 09 79 PHD 08/73 
PROf AGRICULTURE 35 , 016.00 35,51111.00 1. 50 528.00 35 , 5114 . 00 09/01/67 M 09 73 PHD 08/70 
PROF AGR I CUL lURE 32, 112.00 32,592.00 1.49 480.00 32,592.00 08/ 16/70 H 09 76 PHD 08/75 
RANK AVE 35,475 . 75 
ASSOC PROF AGRICU LTURE 30 , 456 . 00 30,912.00 1 .119 1156.00 30 , 9 12.00 06/15/77 M 09 77 PHD 08/82 
ASSOC PROF AGRICULTURE 27,5110.00 28 ,416.00 3.18 876.00 28,4 16.00 08/16/78 M 09 82 EDD 08/84 
ASSOC PROf AGR ICULTURE 25 , 698.28 26, 1163.93 2.97 936.00 32,352.00 0 1/16/78 M 12 78 HS 08/83 
RANK AVE 28,597.31 
ASST PROf AGRICULTURE 0.00 27 ,000 . 00 0.00 0.00 27,000.00 0 1/01/86 H 09 86 PHD DO/DO 
ASST PROf AGRICULTURE 0.00 27 ,000.00 0.00 0.00 27,000.00 08/16/85 M 09 8' PlIO DO/DO ASST PROf AGR I CULTURE 25,488.00 26 ,256.00 3.0 1 768.00 26,256.00 08/ 16/78 M 09 78 PHD 08/811 
ASST PROF AGR ICULT URE 0.00 23 ,004.00 0.00 0.00 23 , 004.00 08/16/85 H 09 8' PHD DO/DO ASST PROf AGR I CULTURE 22,560.00 22 ,896.00 1. 118 336.00 22 , 896.00 01/02/80 H 09 83 HA DO/DO 
ASST PROf AGR ICULTURE 18, 454.08 21,636.00 17.211 9211.00- 21 , 636 . 00 08/16/78 H 09 8 2 HS 00/00* 
RANK AVE 24,632 .00 
DEPT AVE 29,162 . 56 
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9 MON TH 9 MONTH 1985 
EQUIV EQVIV PRCNT DO LLAR CONTRACT OATE CONT RANK HIGH TENURE RANK OEPT 1984 1985 CHNGE OIANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR D[C DATE 
PROF ALL I (0 HEAL Ttl 34,104.00 35, 124.00 2.99 1,020.00 35, 124.00 08/16/70 " 09 10 0" 0 08/74 RANK AV ( 35, 124. 00 
ASSOC PROF ALLIED HEALl H 29,938 .80 32,559.67 8.75 3,204.00 39,804.00 08/ 16/76 r 12 6' [DO 08/83 RANK AVE 32,559.67 
ASST PROF ALLIED HEALTH 2 1 ,768.00 22, 488. 00 3.30 720.00 22,488.00 08/16/83 M 09 ~ , 83 DMD 00/00' 
ASST PROF ALLI EO HEAL Ttl 0.00 21 , 000.00 0.00 0.00 21,000.00 08/01/85 r 10 85 HAED 00/00 ASST PROF ALLI ED HEALTH 17,688.00 18,600.00 5.15 912 . 00 18 ,600.00 08 / 16/82 r 09 6' "PH 00/00 RANI( AVE 20,696.00 , 
INST ALLI ED HEALlIt 22 , 135.08 22,959.62 3.72 1, 0 08.00 28 ,068 .00 08/ 16/79 r 12 79 BA . _go/oo ; 
INST ALLI ED HEALTIt 17 , 3M.00 17,880.00 2.97 516.00 17 ,880.00 08/ 16 / 82 f 09 62 BS 0/00 , 
INST ALLI ED HEALTH 0.00 17 , 004.00 0.00 0.00 17 , 004 . 00 08/ 16/85 f 09 6' 65 00/00 ft; RANK AVE 19,281.20 • • OEPT AVE 23,451.9 1 
9 MONTH 9 MONT H 1985 EQU IV EQUIV PRCNT DOLLAR CO NTRACT DATE CONT RANI( HICH TENURE RANK DEPT 1984 1965 CHNGE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR DEC DATE 
PROF BIOLOGY 38,280.00 39,420.00 2.97 1,140.00 39,1120.00 09/0 1/61 " 09 6. PHD 09/65 PROf BIOLOGY 36,900.00 37 . 4 52 .00 1.49 552.00 37 ,452. 00 09/0 1/62 " 09 6' PHD 09/65 PROF BIOLOGY 36,204.00 37 , 284.00 2.98 1, 080.00 37,28!1.00 08 / 15/72 " 09 79 PHO 08/77 PROF BIOLOGY 35,553,55 37 ,1 52.00 4.50 6 , 3 12.00- 37,152.00 07/01/68 M 09 7. PHD 08/73* PROF BIO LOGY 34 , 06 1.52 34 , 740. 00 1. 99 6,900.00 - 34 , 740.00 09/01 / 63 M 09 75 PHD 09/68-PROF BIOLOGY 0.00 34,356.00 0.00 0.00 42,000 . 00 08/16/85 M 12 6' PHD DO/DO PROF BIOLOGY 33,000 . 00 33 , 5011. 00 1. 52 504.00 33,504.00 09/0 1/66 " 09 77 PHD 09/7 1 PROF BIOLOGY 31,836.00 32,784.00 2.97 948.00 32,784.00 09/01/68 " 09 7. PHD 08/73 PROF BIOLOGY 3 1,632.00 32,580.00 2.99 948.00 32,580.00 09/0 1/66 " 09 60 PHD 0 8/71 PROF BIOLOGY 30,972.00 32,292.00 4.26 1, 320.00 32,292.00 09/0 1/65 " 09 76 PHD 08/70 PROf BIOLOGY 31,092 . 00 32,016.00 2.97 92 4 .00 32,016.00 09/0 1/66 " 09 79 PHO 08/71 PROf 810 LOGY 30 ,672.00 31,584.00 2.97 912.00 31 , 584.00 09/01/68 " 09 76 PHD 08/73 PROF BIOLOGY 29,7 12.00 30 , 600.00 2 .98 888.00 30,600.00 08/16/70 M 09 61 PHD 08/75 PRO F BIOLOGY 29,976.00 30,432.00 I. 52 456.00 30,432.00 06/16/70 M 09 62 PHD 08/75 RANI( AVE 311,0111.00 
ASSOC PROF BIOLOGY 32 . 220.00 33,180.00 2.97 960.00 33,180.00 09/01/66 " 09 70 PHD 08/71 ASSOC PROF BIOLOGY 27,864.00 26,284.00 I. 50 420.00 28,284.00 09/0 1/67 " 09 72 PHD 06/72 ASSOC PROF BIOLOGY 24,192.00 25 , 308.00 4.61 1,116.00 25,306.00 06/16/78 M 09 62 PHD 06/85 ASSOC PROF BIOLOGY 24 ,408.00 25,140.00 2.99 732.00 25,1110 . 00 06/0 1/67 r 09 63 [00 08/76 RANI( AVE 27,976.00 
IN ST BIOLOGY 17,292.00 17,952.00 3 . 81 660.00 17 ,952.00 09/0 1/66 " 10 72 "5 00/00 IN ST BIOLOGY 17,112.00 17 , 628.00 3.01 516.00 17,628.00 08/16/83 " 09 63 " 5 00/00 RANK AVE 17 , 790.00 
DEPT AVE 31, 1811.40 
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9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
EQUIV (QUIV PRCNT OOL LAR CONTRACT DAT E CaNT RANK HIGH TENURE 
RANK DEPT 1984 1985 CHNGE CtfANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR DEC DATE 
PROF CtfEM I STRY 41,7 27 .8 1 42 . 036. 00 0 . 14 8,976 . 00 - 42 , 036 .00 01/15/80 H 09 80 PHD 01/80* 
PRo r OIEM I STRY 36,9811.00 37,536,00 1.119 552 . 00 37,536.00 09/0 1/61 H 09 65 PHD 09/65 
PRO F CtlEM I STRY 34.896 . 00 36,600.00 4.88 1,7011.00 36,600 .00 09/01/65 H 09 75 PHD 09/69 
PROF CHEMISTRY 34 , 908.00 35 ,964.00 3.02 1,056.00 35,964.00 09/01/69 H 09 76 PHD 08/13 
PROF CHEMISTRY 311, 812.00 35,928. 00 3 . 02 1,056.00 35,928.00 09/01/65 H 09 70 PHD 09/69 
PROF CHEMISTRY 32,448.00 34,032,00 4,88 1,584 . 00 34,032.00 09/01/68 . H 09 81 PHD 08/13 
PROF CHE MISTRY 32,7118.00 33,732 , 00 3.00 984.00 33.132.00 09/01/68 H 09 " • 80 PHD 08/12 
PROF CH EMISTRY 30,060.00 31, 616 . 23 5 .38 8,664.00 38,724.00 09/01/66 H 12 82 PHD 09/1 1*. 
PROF CHEMI STRY 30,516.00 31,440.00 3,02 924 . 00 31,440.00 09/0 1/68 H 09 82 EOP . . ' 08/13 RANK AVE 35,438.24 
ASSOC PROF CHEMISTRY 30,741LOO 3 1, 200 .00 1.48 456.00 31,200.00 09/0 1/ 611 H 09 72 PHD -_£9169 J 
ASSOC PROF CH EMISTRY 26,880,00 28 ,092.00 4.50 1,212,00 28 , 092 . 00 08/16/8 1 f 09 81 PHD . 0/00 
ASSOC PROF CHEM ISTRY 27,432,00 21 ,840.00 I .118 408.00 21 ,840,00 09/0 1/66 M 09 73 PHD 08/7 1 ~ 
ASSOC PROF CHEMISTRY 21 , 048.00 27 ,4 56.00 1. 50 408,00 21, 1156.00 08/16/10 M 09 76 PHD 08/15 • ASSOC PROF CHEMI STRY 25 ,596.00 26 ,388.00 3.09 792 .00 26,388,00 09/01/69 M 09 81 HS 08/16 • ASSOC PROF CHEMISTRY 25 ,584,00 ' 25,968.00 1. 50 384,00 25,968.00 06/01/56 H 09 79 . _MS 09/62 
RANK AVE 27,824.00 
ASST PRO F CHEMISTRY 22,008.00 22,3114.00 1. 52 336.00 22 ,344.00 08/16/84 H 09 8" PHD 00/00 
RANK AVE 22,344.00 
DEPT AVE 31,764.51 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
EQU IV EQUIV PRCNT DOLLAR CONTRACT DATE CONT RANk HIGH TENURE 
RANK DEPT 1984 1985 CHNGE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR DEC DATE 
PROF COMPUTER SCI ENC 38,959.70 40,824.00 4,79 6,804.00- 40,824.00 06/01/67 H 09 69 PHD 08/11* 
PROF COMPUTER SCIENC 36,096.00 39,132.00 8.41 3,036.00 39 , 132,00 08/16/1 1 H 09 81 PHD 08/16 
PROF COMPUTER SC t ENC 34 , 560,00 38,124. 00 10.31 3,564.00 38,1211.00 08/16/81 H 09 83 PHD 08/85 
PROF COMPUTER SC I ENC 30,676,00 37,084.84 20.11 14,460. 00 45,336.00 08/16/10 H 12 85 PHD 08/15* 
RANK AVE 36,791.21 
ASSOC PROF COMPUTER SCI ENC 0.00 36,000 . 00 0.00 0.00 36,000.00 08/16/85 H 09 85 PHD 00/00 
RANk AVE 36,000.00 
ASST PROF COMPUTER SCI ENC 22 ,980.00 24,840.00 8.09 1,860,00 24,840.00 08/16/80 H 09 8" HS 00/00 
RANK AVE 24,840.00 
INST COMPUTER SC IENC 22,752.00 24 , 564.00 7.96 1, 8 12.00 211,564.00 08/16/84 f 09 8" HED 00/00 
INST COMPUTER SCIENC 22 ,152.00 24 ,060.00 5.74 1,306.00 24,060.00 08/16/84 f 09 8" HS 00/00 
INST COMPUTER SC I ENC 23,508.00 23 . 856,00 1.48 348.00 23,856.00 08/ 16/84 H 09 8" HS 00/00 
INST COMPUTER SC I ENC 22 ,260. 00 23 ,412,00 5.44 1,212.00 23,412 . 00 08/16/84 f 09 8" HS 00/00 
INST COMPUTER SC I ENC 0.00 19,008. 00 0.00 0.00 19,008.00 08/16/85 H 09 85 BS 00/00 
RANK AVE 22,992,00 
DEPT AVE 30,081,71 
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9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
EQU IV EQU IV ' PRCNT DOL LAR CON TRACT DAT E CON T RANK HIGH TE NURE RANK D[ PT 1984 1985 CH NG[ CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR OEG DATE 
PROF GEOGRAPHY • GEO 43,116. 00 44 ,400.00 2.97 1, 284.00 1,11, 1100 .00 06 / 0 1/ 64 M 09 6B PHD 09/67 PROF GEOGRAPHY • GEO 36, 708. 00 37,812.00 3.00 1,104 . 00 37,8 12 . 00 08/16 /7 1 M 09 71 PHD 08/76 PRO F GEOGRAPHY • GEO 34,297 .1 0 35,327.78 3.00 1, 260 .00 43,188.00 08/15/70 M 12 76 PHD 08/74 PROF GEOGRAPHY • GEO 34,500.00 35,028.00 1. 53 528.00 35 , 028.00 09/01/68 M 09 70 PHD 08/72 PROf GEOGRAPHY • GEO 32 , 628.00 33, 120.00 1. 50 1/92.00 33,1 20.00 09/01/68 M 09 77 PHD 08/72 PROF GEOGRAPHY • CEO 32,508 . 00 33,000 . 00 1. 5 1 492.00 33 , 000 . 00 09/16/57 M 09 70 PHD 09/63 PROf GEOGRAPHY • GEO 31,188.00 32 ,124.00 3.00 936.00 32 , 124.00 06/15/70 . M 09 79 PHD 08/75. PROF GEOCRAPHY • GEO 30 , 504.00 31,4 16.00 2. 98 912 .00 3 1,416. 00 09/15/62 M 09 .. , 77 PHD 09/69 PROF GEOGRAPHY • GEO 30,912.00 31,380.00 1. 51 468.00 31 , 380 . 00 08/16/74 M 09 BD PHD 08/79 • PROF GEOGRAPHY • GEO 30,000.00 30,900.00 3.00 900 . 00 30 , 900.00 09/01/68 M 09 BO PHD ., 08/73 PROF G(OGRAPHY • GEO 28,440 .00 30,060 . 00 5 . 69 1, 620.00 30 , 060.00 08/16/76 M 09 B2 PHD 08/8 1 PROF GEOGRA PHY • GEO 29,292.00 29 , 736 . 00 1 .51 444.00 29 , 736.00 09/01/68 M 09 71 PHD 08/72 J. RAN K AVE 33,691 . 98 " 
ASSOC PROF GEOGRAPHY • GED 24,912. 00 25 , 656.00 2.98 744.00 25,656 . 00 08/16/80 M 09 BD PHD OB/B5 , RANk AVE 25 , 656.00 , 
• ASST PROF GEOGRAP HY • GEO 23 , 832 . 00 ' 24 ,1 92 . 00 1. 5 1 360.00 24,192.00 09/0 1/65 M 09 72 ' -MA 08/77 ASST PROF GEOG RAPHY • GED 22 ,008.00 22 , 668 . 00 2.99 660 .00 22,668.00 08/16/84 M 09 B" PHD 00/00 ASST PROF GEOGRAPHY • GEO 20 , 73 1. 39 21,840.60 5.35 1,356.00 26 , 100 .00 08/ 16/71 M 12 79 MS . ggjg~ ASST PROF GEOGRAPHY • GED 18,189.04 19,386.60 6.58 1,464.00 23 , 100.00 08/16/80 M 12 B1 PHD RA NK AVE 22,02 1. 80 
DE PT AVE 30,473.35 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
EQUI V EQul V PRCNT DOLLAR CONTRACT DATE CONT RANK HICH TE NURE 
RANK DEPT 1984 1985 CHNGE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR OEG DATE 
PROF IN DUSTR IA L AND 35,556 . 00 37,020.00 4.11 1,464.00 37 , 020 .00 09/01/62 M 09 70 (DO 09/67 
PROF I NDUSTR IAL AND 311, 656.00 35 , 700 . 00 3.01 1,044.00 35, 700.00 02/0 1/68 M 09 76 EDD 08/72 
PROF I NOUSTR I AL AND 34 ,11 6.00 35, 136.00 2.98 1, 020.00 35,136.00 09/01/60 M 09 75 EDD 09/68 
PROF INDUSTR IAL AND 31,860.00 32,820 . 00 3.0 1 960.00 32,820.00 08/ 16/74 M 09 83 MSEE 08/79 
PROF INDUSTR IAL AND 31 ,1 28.00 31 , 596.00 1. 50 468.00 31,596 . 00 08/16 /72 M 09 7B EDD 08/71 
RANK AVE 34,454.40 
ASSOC PROF I NDUSTR AL AND 32 ,824.10 33 , 315. 50 1.49 600.00 110,128.00 07/01/65 M 12 73 MeE 09/69 
ASSOC PROF 1 NDUSTR AL AND 29,688.00 30 , 516.00 2.99 888.00 30,576. 00 08/16/72 M 09 77 PHD 08/77 
ASSOC PROf lNDUSTR AL AN D 29 ,520.00 30,408 . 00 3.00 888 .00 30,408.00 09/01/69 M 09 '" MBA 08/74 ASSOC PROF I NDU STR AL AND 29 , 508.00 30 , 396 . 00 3.00 888 .00 30,396.00 08/16/71 M 09 76 MSEE 08/76 
ASSOC PROF lNDUSTR AL AND 29,424.00 30,3 12 . 00 3.01 888 . 00 30,312.00 12/01/79 M 09 79 MSE( 08/84 
ASSOC PRO F INDUSTR AL AND 29 , 796.00 30 , 2110 . 00 1.119 444.00 30 , 240 . 00 0 1/01/74 M 09 '" MS 08/79 ASSOC PROf INDU STR AL AND 28,728.00 29,592.00 3.00 864.00 29 , 59 2 .00 01/01/77 M 09 B2 MSEE 08/8 1 
ASSOC PROf I NDU STR AL AND 28 , 500.00 29 , 352.00 2 . 98 852.00 29,352.00 08/16/84 M 09 BI, MS(( 00/00 
ASSOC PROF I NDUSTR AL AND 27,576.00 28,800 .00 4.43 1,224.00 28,800.00 08/16/7 3 M 09 7B EDO 08/78 
ASSOC PROF I NOU STR AL AND 26,220.00 27,408 . 00 4.53 1,188. 00 27 . 408.00 08/16/79 M 09 B4 EDD 08/85 
ASSOC PROF I NDUSTR AL AND 26 , 700 . 00 27 ,1 08.00 1. 52 408 . 00 27,108.00 08/16/73 M 09 78 PHD 08/79 
ASSOC PRO F INDUSTR AL AND 26, 148.00 26 , 928.00 2.98 180.00 26,928. 00 08/16/73 M 09 79 EDD 08/80 
RANK AVE 29,536 . 29 
ASST PROf INDUSTRIAL AND 26 . 076 . 00 26 , 856.00 2 . 99 780.00 26 , 856.00 02/01/65 M 09 75 MA 08/80 
ASST PROF INDUSTRIA L AND 25,008.00 26,160 . 00 II. 60 1,152 . 00 26,160.00 08/16/84 M 09 B" EDD 00/00 
ASST PROf INDUSTRIAL AND 25, 008.00 25,380.00 1.48 372.00 25,380 .00 08/16/84 M 09 '" MS IE 00/00 ASST PRO f INDUSTRIAL AND 23, 196.00 23 , 892 . 00 3. 00 696.00 23,892.00 08/16/82 M 09 B2 MSME 00/00 
ASST PROF INDUSTRIAL AND 23,244.00 2 3,592 . 00 1.49 348.00 23,592.00 08/16/83 M 09 B3 MS 00/00 
ASST PROf INDUSTRIAL AND 23 , 232.00 23,580 .00 1. 49 348 . 00 23 , 580.00 09/01/64 M 09 72 MA 08/77 
ASST PROF INDUSTRIAL AND 21 , 648.00 2 1 , 912.00 1.49 324.00 2 1, 972 . 00 08/16/76 M 09 BD MS 00/00 
RANK AVE 211,490.28 
I NST INDU STR IAL AND 17 , 266.3 4 18 , 277 . 39 5.85 ',236.00 22, 344.00 06/01/73 M 12 B2 BS 00/00 
RANK AVE 18, 277 . 39 
DEPT AVE 28,656 . 67 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
pa se 12 
EQU IV EQU I V PRCNT DOLLAR CONTRACT DATE CONT RANK HIGH TENURE 
RANK DEPT 1984 1985 ,CHNCE CHANCE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR OEG DATE 
PROF MATHEMATICS 37,611 11. 00 38, 772 .00 2.99 1,1 28,00 ]8,772 ,00 09/01/62 F 09 72 PHD 09/65 
PROF MA1HEMA T ICS 37, 713.07 38,282.40 1.50 696 . 00 46,800 . 00 06/01/66 H 12 67 PHD 09/69 
PROF MATHEMATI CS 36,]96.00 37,488.00 3, 00 1,092,00 37,488.00 09/0 1/ 63 , 09 72 PHD 09/67 
PROF MATHEMATICS 32 ,856. 00 34,236.00 4.20 1,380. 00 34,236.00 09/01/68 H 09 79 PHD 08/72 
PROF MATlI EMATICS 33 , 108 . 00 ]4, 104.00 3 . 00 996.00 34,104 . 00 09/01/56 H 09 77 PHD 09/64 
PROF MATHEMATICS ]1,668.00 32,616 . 00 2.99 948.00 32 , 616 . 00 08/16/70 H 09 80 PliO 08/75 
PROF MATHEMATICS 31, 188.00 ]2 ,1 24.00 3 . 00 936.00 32 ,1 24.00 09/01/68 H 09 80 PHD 08/73 
PROF MATHEMATICS 30,804 . 00 31,728.00 2.99 924 . 00 31,728.00 09/0 1/62 H 09 79 PHD 09/65 
RAN K AVE ]4 ,91 8 . 80 < 
ASSOC PROF MATH EMAT ICS 27 ,]36.00 27 , 756.00 1. 53 11 20 . 00 27 , 756 . 00 09/0 1/56 H 09 79 HA 09/64 
ASSOC PROF MAJ"HEMATICS 24 , 672.00 25 , 812.00 4.62 1,1 40.00 25 , 812.00 08/16/74 , 09 78 PHD . '~ 09/68 
ASSOC PROF MATHEMATICS 25 , 032 . 00 25,788.00 3.02 756.00 25 ,788.00 09/0 1/68' H 09 80 PHD 08/80 
~. RA NK AVE 26,452 . 00 , 
ASST PROf MATH EMATICS 25,500 . 00 26 , 268.00 3.01 768.00 26,268.00 09/0 1/64 H 09 .4 HA 08/70 ~ ASST PROf MA!HEMAT ICS 24 , 876.00 25 , 632.00 3.03 756.00 25,632.00 09/01/66 , 09 75 MS 08/80 • ASST PROf MATHEMAT ICS 24,456.00 24 , 828.00 1. 52 ]72.00 24,828.00 07/01/59 M 09 • 0 HS 09/6 4 • ASST PRO F MATHEMATICS 23,376 . 00 . 24,084.00 3.02 708 . 00 24,084.00 09/01/65 , 09 7. MS 08/8 1 
ASST PROf MATHEMAT ICS 23,508 . 00 2 3,856.00 I. 48 348.00 23,856.00 09/01/64 M 09 75 ' 1'HD 08/80 
ASST PROf MATHEMATICS 22 , 728 . 00 23 , 1112. 00 ].00 68'1.00 23,412.00 08/16/8] H 09 83 PHD 00/00 
ASST PROF MATHEMATICS 22, 704.00 23,388.00 3.0 1 6811. 00 23 , 388 . 00 08/16/84 F 09 84 PHD · 00/00 
ASS! PROf MATHEMATICS 2 1,744.00 22,800. 00 4.85 1, 056.00 22,800 .00 08/16/72 F 09 79 HM 08/84 
ASST PROF MATHEMATICS 22,452.00 22 ,788 . 00 1.49 336.00 22, 788.00 09/01/64 H 09 79 MS 08/84 
ASST PROF MATHEMATICS 2 1, 492.00 21,816. 00 1. 50 324.00 21 , 816.00 07/01/65 H 09 79 MA 08/84 
ASST PROf MATH EMATIC S 19,704.00 20 , 688.00 4.99 984 .00 20,688.00 08/ 16/70 F 09 80 HM 08/85 
RANK AVE 23 , 596.]6 
I NST MATl IEMAT I CS 17 ,11 24.00 11,952.00 ] . 03 528 . 00 11 , 952.00 08/16/76 , 09 76 HA 00/00 
IN ST MATH EMA TI CS 16,908 . 00 11,160.00 1.49 252 . 00 17, 160.00 08/16/79 , 09 79 HA 00/00 
I NST MATHEMATICS 16 , 332.00 16 , 572.00 1.46 240 . 00 16,572. 00 08/16/81 , 09 81 MA 00/ 00 
lNS T MATH EMAT ICS 16,188.00 16 , 428.00 1.48 240 . 00 16, 428 . 00 08/16/78 , 09 78 HA 00/00 
INST MATHEMATICS 15,996 . 00 16,2]6 . 00 1. 50 240.00 16 ,2]6.00 08/16/82 , 09 82 HEO 00/00 
RANK AVE 16,869.60 
DEPT AVE 26,022.75 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH _ 1985 
EQUIV EQU IV PRCNT DOLLAR CONTRACT DATE corn RANK HIGH TENURE RA NK DEPT 1984 1985 CHN GE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR OEG DATE 
PROf PHYS I CS • AS TR O 0.00 36,852.00 0.00 0.00 36,852.00 09/01/62 H 09 .2 PHD 08/67-PROF PHYS I CS • AS TRO 34 , 872.00 36,624 . 00 5 .02 1,752.00 36,624 . 00 0 1/01/65 H 09 74 PH D 09/69 PROf PHYS I CS • ASTRO 35 , 043. 12 36 ,446.80 4.00 1, 716.00 44,556.00 07/0 1/8 4 H 12 84 PHD 07/84 PROf PHYS! CS • ASTRO 35 , 340.00 35 , 868.00 1. 49 528 . 00 35,866 . 00 08/16/67 H 09 73 PHD 09/70 RANK AVE 36,1147.70 
ASSOC PROf PINS I CS • ASTRO 29,772.00 30,660.00 2.98 888.00 30 , 660 . 00 08/16/77 M 09 77 PHD 06/63 ASSOC PROf PHYS I CS • ASTRO 28,728.00 ]0 ,1 92 .00 5.09 1,464.00 30,192 . 00 09/01/69 H 09 75 PHD 08/73 ASSOC PROf PHYS ICS • ASTRO 28,140.00 29,1811.00 3 . 71 1, 044.00 29,184.00 08/ 16/72 H 09 7. PHD 08/78 ASSOC PROF PHYS I CS &: ASTRO 27,384.00 28,224.00 3.06 840.00 28,224.00 09/0 1/62 H 09 80 PHD 09/67 ASSOC PROf PHYS ICS &: ASTRO 25,764.00 26,148.00 1. 49 3811.00 26 , 148 . 00 08/16/75 , 09 79 PHD 08/79 RANK AV E 28,881 . 60 
ASST PROf PHYSICS • ASTRO 26, 41 2.00 27, 2 16. 00 ].04 604 . 00 27,216.00 09/0 1/69 M 09 .9 HA 08/74 ASST PROf PHYS 1 CS • ASTRO 24,648 . 00 25, 020. 00 1. 50 372.00 25,020.00 08/15/70 H 09 78 HA 08/83 RANK AVE 26, 118 . 00 
DEPT AVE 3 1,130 . 43 
paRe 13 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
[QUIV [QUIV ' PRC NT DOLLAR CONTRACT DATE CONT RANK HI Glt T( NUR[ RANK O[PT 1984 1985 CHNG[ Cttl\NG E SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR OEG DATE 
PROf NURSING 33,31IJ.IJO 311,876.2 4 4.IJ9 1,836.00 
RANK AVE 34,876.24 
112,636.00 07/ 15/79 f 12 79 PHD 08/ 82 
ASSOC PROf NURS I NG 28, 848. 00 29,280.00 1. 49 432.00 29,280.00 06/10/711 r 09 '" MSN 08/79 ASSOC PROf NURS ING 25,980. 00 27,156.00 4 .52 1,176.00 27,156.00 08/16/70 f 09 79 MSN 08/80 ASSOC PROf NURS ING 25 ,4 76.00 26 , 24 4 .00 3.0 1 768.00 26,244.00 01/01/74 f 09 80 MSN 08/82 ASSOC PROr NURSI NG 24 , 660 . 00 26, 1811. 00 6. 18 1,524.00 26, 18 4 .00 10/16/79 f 09 82 MA DO/DO ASSOG PROf NURS I NG 24,6IJ8.00 26, 172.00 6. 18 1,524.00 26,172.00 01/01/75 f 09 ' 79 MSN 08/80 ASSOC PROF NURSING 0.00 25,2 12.00 0.00 0.00 25 , 2 12.00 09/0 1/67 f 09 '77 HSN 08/74 ASSOC PROF NUR SI NG 24 , 816.00 25, 188.00 1. 49 372.00 25 , 188.00 08/16/74 f 09 83 HS~ 08/76 RANK AVE 26,490.85 
ASS'r PROf NURSI NG 22 ,464.00 23,640.00 5.23 1, 176.00 23 , 640.00 08/12/75 r 09 75 MS ',g8/8 1 ~ ASST PROf NUR SI NG 22,680 . 00 23,352.00 2.96 672.00 23,352.00 08/16/79 r 09 79 MS 8/85 ASST PROf" NUR S ING 21 ,636.00 22 , 284.00 2.99 6118.00 22,284 .00 08/ 16/77 r 09 77 MSN 
08/83 " ASST PROf NURS ING 21,000.00 22, 128.00 5.37 1,1 28.00 22 ,1 28 .00 08/16/75 f 09 80 H S 08/85 ., ASST PROf NURS ING 21 .516. 00 2 1, 840.00 1.50 324 . 00 2 1,640 . 00 08/ 16/76 r 09 78 HSN 08/84 • ASST PROf NURSI NG 21,252 .00 · 21,576.00 1. 52 3211. 00 21,576.00 08/ 16/64 r 09 79 . ~MA 08/84 ASST PROf NURS ING 20,256.00 20 ,568.00 1. 54 312 .00 20,568 . 00 08 /16/7 3 f 09 81 BSN DO/DO ASST PROf NUR S t NG 18 , 5011. 00 19, 404.00 4.86 900 .00 19,404. 00 08/16/84 r 09 8" MSN 00/00 ASST PROf" NURS I NG 18,540 .00 18,816. 00 1. 48 276 . 00 18,816 .00 08/ 16/82 f 09 82 MSN . 00/00 
ASST PROF NU RS I NG 17 , 232.00 18,516.00 7.45 1,284.00 18 , 516.00 08/26/81 f 09 8' MSN DO/DO RANK AVE 2 1,212. 110 
IN ST NURS I NG 17 , 004 . 00 18, 000.00 5.85 996.00 18,000 .00 08/16/84 f 09 84 MSN 00/00 
IN ST NU RS I NG 0.00 17 , 808.00 0.00 0.00 17 ,808.00 08/16/85 F 09 8 ' MS 00/00 IN ST NUR SI NG 17, 352.00 17 , 6 16.00 1. 52 264.00 17,616.00 08/16/79 F 09 82 BSN 00/00 RANK AV[ 11,808.00 
DEPT AVE 23, 136.20 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
[QUIV [QU IV PRCNT DOLLAR CONTRAGT OAT[ CONT RANK HI GH TENUR[ RANK DEPT 1984 1985 CHNGE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR OEG DATE 
PROF U[AL Ttl ANa SAFE 37,836.00 36,400.00 1.49 564 .00 38,400.00 06/0 1/ 60 M 09 64 PHD 09 / 65 PRO F Il EAll H ANa SA FE 33 , 001.39 33,992.80 3. 00 1, 2 12.00 41,556. 00 06/0 1/70 H 12 76 oSCH 08/74 PROF Il [ ALTH ANa SAFE 31,060.00 32,580.00 4.62 1,500.00 32 , 580 .00 08/16/71 H 09 80 HSO 08/76 PROF HEALTH ANa SAFE 27 ,684.00 28,104.00 1. 51 420 . 00 28 , 104.00 06/16/75 f 09 82 EOO 08/8 1 RANK AVE 33 . 269.20 
ASSOC PROF H[ALTH ANa SAfE 29 ,1 24.00 30,540.00 4 .86 1,416 .00 30 , 540 . 00 03/01/79 M 09 81 PHD 08/85 ASSOC PROf HEAL Ttl AND SAfE 26,807.49 29 , 004.00 6 . 19 3 , 766.00- 29,004.00 08/16/73 F 09 76 [DO 08/79* ASSOC PROF HEALT H AND SAfE 27, 492.00 28 ,320 . 00 3.01 628.00 26,320.00 02/0 1/66 M 09 78 MS 08 /7 3 ASSOC PROF HEALTH AND SAfE 26 ,928 .00 27,888.00 3.56 960.00 27,888 . 00 08/16/80 M 09 80 OHS 08 /85 ASSOC PROF HEALTH AND SA r E 26, 244. 00 27 , 576.00 5.07 1, 332.00 27,576.00 08/ 16/72 M 09 76 HSO 08/78 ASSOC PROf HEALTH AND SAFE 27,048.00 27 ,456.00 1. 50 406.00 27,456.00 08/16/77 M 09 79 EOO 08/63 ASSOC PROF HEAL TH ANa SAfE 26,376.00 27,3 12.00 3.54 936.00 27 , 312.00 0 1/ 15/7 1 M 09 80 EOn 08/76 ASSOC PROF HEALTH AND SAFE 25, 140.00 25,896.00 3.00 756. 00 25 , 896.00 08/16/70 M 09 77 HSO 08/76 RA NK AVE 27,999.00 
AS ST PROF HEALT H AND SAF E 0.00 27,000.00 0.00 0.00 27,000.00 08/16/85 M 09 8' PHD 00/00 ASST PRO F HEALTH AND SAfE 24 , 600.00 211,600.00 0 . 00 0 .00 24,600.00 06/ 16/79 M 09 79 PHO DO/DO ASST PROF HEALTH AN D SAF E 21 ,600.00 22 , 272.00 3. 11 672 .00 22,272 .00 06/ 16/83 M 09 83 PHD 00/00 RANI( AVE 211, 6211,00 
DEPT AVE 28,729.36 
03/06/86 ALL FULL TIM( RANKED P(RSONN EL BY SA LARY W. THI N RANK WITHIN DEPT 
page 14 POTTER COLL OF ARTS , HUM &: SOC SCI 
FALL 1985 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
EQUIV EQU1V PHCNT DO LLAR CONTRACT DATE CONT RAN K HI GH TENURE RANK DE PT 19811 1985 CHNGE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH Y(AR DEe DATE 
PROF PonER CO lL Of 39 , 548.66 40 , 136. 110 3.00 1,452 .00 49,800 .00 07/01/81 M 12 81 PHD 07/81 PROF POTTER COLL Of 22,8 12 .00 26,28 7.24 15.23 9, 3211. 00 32,136.00 08/ 16/75 " 12 85 PHO 08/81* RANK AVE 33 , 511 .82 
DEPT AVE 33,5 11 .82 , 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 ~. EQUIV (QVIV PRCNT OOL LAR CONTRACT DATE CO NT RA NK HIGH TiNURE RA NK D(PT 1984 1985 CHNCE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR DEe DATE 
~ PROf ART 35,040.00 36,096. 00 3.0 1 1, 056. 00 36,096.00 09/ 01/66 M 09 72 EDD 09/69 • PRO F ART 31 ,018 .56 . 31,980.52 3. 10 1,176.00 39,096 . 00 07/ 16 /78 M 12 79 PHO 08/83 • PRO f AR T 29 , 760.00 30, 600 .00 2. 82 MO.OO 30,600.00 08/16/75 " 09 77 . MfA 08/80 PROf ART 26 , 604.00 27, 408.00 3.02 804.00 27,408.00 09/0 1/6 4 M 09 80 MfA 09 / 69 PRO f ART 25 ,512.00 27 , 072.00 6. 11 1, 560.00 27,072.00 09/01/61 M 09 79 MA . 09/68 PRO f ART 26, 112. 00 26 , 976.00 3.30 864. 00 26,976.00 09/0 1/65 M 09 78 Mf A 08/70 PROF ART 25, 128.00 26,880.00 6.97 1,752.00 26,880 . 00 09/0 1/ 66 M 09 81 Mf A 08/73 RA NK AVE 29 , 513.21 
ASSOC PROf ART 26 ,611 .17 26, 808.00 0 . 74 5, 724.00 ~ 26,808.00 02/02/ 66 M 09 7. MfA 08/76* ASSOC PROF ART 2 1,060.00 23 , 124. 00 9.80 2,064.00 23, 124. 00 08/ 16/82 M O, 85 MfA 00/ 00 ASSOC PROf ART 22 ,428 .00 22 ,8811. 00 2.03 456.00 22 ,884.00 08/ 16 /77 M 09 8 1 PHD 08/82 ASSOC PROf ART 18 , 708.00 20 ,496.00 9. 55 1, 788.00 20,496 . 00 08/ 16/75 f 09 85 "fA 08/65 RANK AVE 23,326. 00 
ASST PROF ART 19 , 788.00 20,484.00 3.51 696 . 00 20,484.00 06 / 16/80 f O, 82 PHD 00/00 RANK AVE 20,4811.00 
OE PT AVE 26 ,134 .04 
page 15 
9 MONT H 9 MO N TIl 1985 
EQUtV EQUtV PRC NT DOllAR CO NTRACT DATE CONT RANK HtGIi TENURE 
RANK OEPT 1984 1985 CH NGE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MN TH YEAR DEC DATE 
PROF ENGLI SI' 36 , 792.00 37,632.00 2.28 8110 . 00 37,632.00 09/01/59 " 09 65 PHD 09/64 PROF ENGLI Sll 36 , 396.00 37,236.00 2.30 840.00 37 , 236 . 00 07/2 4/72 " 09 72 PHD 08/77 PROF ENGLI Sll 35 , 856.00 36,696.00 2.34 840.00 36,696.00 09/01/65 " 09 69 PHD 09/68 PROF ENGLISH 35 , 532.00 36, 432.00 2.53 900.00 36,432.00 06/01/63 " 09 68 PHD 09/68 PROf ENGLISH 35 , 508.00 36,348.00 2.36 8110.00 36,348.00 08/ 16/72 " 09 72 PHD 08/77 PROf ENGL I 5'-1 35 ,1 80.54 36,240 . 67 3.0 1 1,296.00 44 ,304.00 08/01/84 " 12 SO PHD 08 / 64 PROF ENGLISII 34, 176.00 35,076 . 00 2.63 900.00 35,076.00 09/0 1/68 " 09 '" 76 [DO 08/72 PROF ENGL I SH 33,312.00 34,2 12.00 2.70 900.00 31,, 212.00 08 / 16/72 " 09 ' 84 PHD 06 /79 PROf ENGLISH 31, 992.00 32 , 632.00 2.62 840.00 32,632.00 09/0 1/66 " 09 76 PHD . 08/71 PRO F ENGLISH 31,392.00 32 , 292.00 2.66 900.00 32,292.00 09/01/69. " 09 78 PliO 06/7li PRO F ENGL I SIl 31 .296.00 32 , 136.00 2.66 6liO.00 32,136.00 02/0 1/69 f 09 77 PHD 08/7li • 
PRO F ENGLISIl 30,936 .00 31 , 636.00 2.90 900.00 3 1, 636.00 09/ 15/67 f 09 77 PHD . 'Z8172 ~ 
PROF ENGL I SH 29 , 679 . 90 30,694. 63 2.72 996.00 37,524 . 00 09/0 1/69 H 12 80 PHD 6/75 , 
PROF ENGL ISIl 26,596 . 00 29 ,/j60.00 3.02 664. 00 29 , 460 . 00 06 / 16/70 H 09 80 PHD 06 /75 ~ 
RAN K AV E 311, 223.09 • • ASSOC PROf ( NGL ISH 27 . 2 16 . 00 ' 26 , 056.00 3.06 6110.00 28 , 056 . 00 08/ 16/82 f 09 82 , . PHO 08/ 85 
ASSOC PROf ( NGLI SH 27 , 106 . 00 27 , 946.00 3.09 8/j O. 00 27, 946 . 00 09/0 1/6 9 f 09 77 PH D 08/76 
ASSOC PROF ENGL ISH 26 , 3110 . 00 27 ,1 80.00 3. 18 811 0.00 27 ,1 80 . 00 02/0 1/62 " 09 79 MA 04/68 ASSOC PROf ( NGL i SH 25 ,476 . 00 26 , 2411. 00 3.0 1 766.00 26 ,244. 00 08/ 16/7 1 f DO 80 " A . 08/79 
ASSOC PROf ENGLIS H 25 , 224. 00 25 , 992 . 00 3.04 768 . 00 25, 992 . 00 09/0 1/67 f 09 8 1 MS 08/73 
ASSOC PROf ( NGL ISH 25 ,1 76 . 00 25 , 944. 00 3 . 05 768 . 00 25 , 944 .00 08/ 16/76 M 09 80 [DO 08/82 
ASSOC PR Of ENGLIS II 25 , 296.00 25 , 696.00 2.37 600.00 25,896 . 00 09/ 10/60 M 09 78 EOS 09/66 
ASSOC PROF ENGL ISH 25 , 248 . 00 25 ,811 8 . 00 2.37 600 . 00 25 , 848. 00 09/ 15/63 f 09 78 EOS 09/66 
ASSOC PROf ( NGI. ISH 211, 996 . 00 25,636.00 3.36 640.00 25 , 836 . 00 08/ 16/63 M 09 83 OA DO/D O 
ASSOC PROf ENGL ISH 24,096.00 25 . 464.00 5.67 1,368 . 00 25 , 4611. 00 09/0 1/64 M 09 6 1 PHD 08/77 
ASSOC PROF (NGL ISH 23 ,808.00 24 , 564 . 00 3. 17 756.00 21' ,564 . 00 09/0 1/62 f 09 8 1 " A 06/75 
ASSOC PRO F ENGL ISH 23,700 . 00 211,300.00 2.53 600.00 24 ,300.00 09/0 1/63 f 09 79 [OS 09/69 
ASSOC PRO F [ NGLI SH 23 , 206.00 23,608.00 2.58 600.00 23,608.00 09/0 1/65 r 09 79 [OS 06/75 
ASSOC PRO F ENGL ISH 22 , 644.00 23.24'1. 00 2.64 600.00 23,244. 00 09/0 1/67 f 09 8 1 EOS 06/77 
ASSOC PRO F ENGLISH 22 , 296.00 22,696.00 2.69 600 .00 22 ,896 .00 09/0 1/68 f 09 8 3 PHD 08 / 6 1 
RAN K AVE 25, 548.00 
ASST PROF [NGlI SH 23 , 796.00 24,396.00 2.52 600.00 24 ,396.00 10/0 1/62 r 09 70 HA 
ASST PROF ENGl I Sil 23 , 724.00 211,324.00 2.52 600.00 24 ,324 .00 09/0 1/69 " 09 69 MA 06/75 ASST PROf ENGLI Sll 22 , 584.00 23 , 184.00 2.65 600.00 23, 18 4 .00 09/0 1/65 " 09 70 MA 08/76 ASST PROF ( NClI SH 22 , 128 . 00 22 , 726.00 2.7 1 600.00 22,728.00 09/0 1/66 f 09 70 MfA 08/76 
ASST PRO F [Nell SH 21 , 756.00 22,356.00 2.75 600.00 22,356.00 09/0 1/65 f 09 74 MA 0817 9 
ASST PROF ENCl l SH 21 , 432.00 22,032.00 2.79 600.00 22.032.00 09/0 1/69 " 09 74 EOS 08179 ASST PROf ENGLI SH 20 , 500.00 21 ,1 06.00 2.96 608.00 21, 108.00 06/16/84 f 09 84 PHD 00/00 
ASST PROF [NGLI SH 19,716.00 20,3 16.00 3.04 600.00 20 , 316.00 08/ 16/72 f 09 77 MA 06/82 
ASST PROF ENGLI SH 16 , 676 . 00 19 , 6114.00 4 .06 768 . 00 19, 644.00 06 / 16/83 M 09 8 3 PHD 00/ 00 
RANK AV[ 22 , 232.00 
DEPT AVE 27 ,956.7 1 
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9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
[QU IV [QUIV .PRCNT DOLLAR CONTRACT DATE Ca NT RANK HI CH TENURE RAN K DEPT 19811 1985 CHNGE CIIA~GE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR OEG DATE 
PROf MO DE RN LANG • 39, 2 16. 00 11 0 .8811. 00 4. 25 1,668.00 40 ,8811.00 09/0 1/ 63 " 09 10 1'110 09/67 PROF MOD ERN LANG • 37 , 340.06 38 , 400.19 2 .83 1, 296.00 11 6,911IJ.OO 06/0 1/ 67 " 12 10 PHD 08/70 PROf MODERN LANG • 36,408.00 38,028.00 11.411 1,620 .00 38,028. 00 09/01 / 69 M 09 13 PHD 08/7 11 PROf MODERN LANG • 36,912.00 37 , 106.00 1.52 5611.00 37,1176.00 09/1 0/59 M 09 59 PHD 09/59 PROF MODERN LANG • 29,964.00 3 1,1 28.00 3.88 I, 16IJ. 00 31,128 . 00 09/01/68 M 09 60 PHD 08/73 PROF MODER N LANG • 29,796.00 30 , 720.00 3.10 9211.00 30,720.00 09/0 1/69 M 09 60 PHD 08/72 PROf MODERN LANG • 22,872.00 25,932.00 13.37 3.060.00 25 , 932.00 08/16/75 M 09 65 PHD 08/81 RANK AVE 311 , 652.59 < 
ASSOC PROf MOD ERN LANG &:: 26,78IJ.OO 27 ,600.00 3.0IJ 816.00 27,600.00 08/16/71 M 09 16 EOO 08/76 ASSOC PRO f MODERN LANG &:: 25,308.00 25 ,692.00 1. 5 1 3811.00 25,692. 00 06/16/71 M 09 16 PII D 06/77 ASSOC PROF MODERN LANG &:: 22 ,9IJIJ .00 23 ,772 .00 3.60 628.00 23.772.00 08/16/72' f 09 61 PHD 06/63 , ASSOC PRO f HOOERN LANG &:: 22 , 596.00 22,93 2 .00 1.46 336.00 22.932. 00 09/01/67 f 09 61 MA .~6/76 I RANK AVE 2IJ, 999.00 
ASST PROF MODER N LANG • 0.00 22 ,500 .00 0. 00 0.00 22 , 500 .00 08/ 16/85 M 09 65 PHD 00/00 ~ • ASST PROf MODERN LANG • 0.00 20 , OO IJ .00 0.00 0.00 20 , 004.00 01/ 13/86 f 09 66 PHD 00/00 • RANK AVE 2 1,252 . 00 
DE PT AVE 29,620.63 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1965 
EQU IV EQUIII PRCNT DOLLAR CONTRACT DATE CONT RANK HIGH TENURE 
RANK DEPT 19M 1965 CHHGE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR OEG OAT( 
PROf HI STORY 36,917.97 38 ,1 05 .71 3.21 I,IJ 52 .00 46,5811. 00 09/0 1/67 M 12 61 1'110 08/70 PRO f HI STORY 36,912.00 36, 100. 00 3.21 1,188.00 38, 100 .00 09/0 1/ 6 1 M 09 61 1'110 09/66 PROf HI STORY 36,525.33 37 ,575.64 2.61 1, 284.00 45,936.00 09/ 0 1/ 69 M 12 12 PHO 06/74 
PROf HI STORY 35,352.00 36,1192 .00 3.22 1, 1110.00 36 ,IJ92.00 09/0 1/ 6IJ M 09 13 PHO 09/67 PROF HI STORY 35,196.00 36,3211.00 3.20 1,1 28.00 36.3211.00 09/1 1/66 M 09 ,. PHD 09/71 PROf tllSTORY 33,276.00 34,176.00 2.70 900.00 34, 116 . 00 09/0 1/60 M 09 12 PHD 09/64 
PROF HISTORY 30,828.00 31,612.00 3. 19 98 IJ. OO 31,812.00 09/0 1/69 M 09 11 PHD 08/73 PROF HISTORY 30,540.00 3 1. 1152 .00 2.98 9 12.00 31,1152.00 09/0 1/65 M 09 11 1'110 08/1 1 PROF HISTORY 30,312.00 31,272.00 3 .16 960.00 31 , 272.00 06/11/68 M 09 11 PHD 08/73 PROF II ISTORY 29,832.00 30,192.00 3.21 960.00 30,792.00 09/01/68 M 09 16 PHD 08/13 
PROF HIS TORY 29,4 12 . 00 30,396.00 3.311 98IJ.00 30.396.00 08/16/16 M 09 60 PIID 06/81 PROF HISTORY 28 ,9411. 00 29 ,892.00 3. 21 9118.00 29,892.00 08/ 16/10 F 09 19 PHD 06/16 
PROf HISTORY 27,612.00 26,IJIIO.00 2.99 826.00 28,11110.00 09/ 0 1/69 M 09 6 1 PHD 08/18 
PROF HISTORY 25,596.00 26 ,11 16.00 11.01 2,820.00 28,416.00 08/16/70 M 09 65 PHD 08/60 PROF HISTORY 2IJ, 312.00 25,800.00 6. 12 1,466.00 25,800.00 08/16/76 M 09 6. PHD 06/63 
RANK AVE 32 . 603.02 
ASSOC PROF HI STORY 26,604 .00 27,3118.00 2.79 744.00 27,346.00 02/0 1/69 M 09 16 PHD 06/11 
ASSOC PROF HISTORY 21 , 792.00 22 , 1188.00 3. 19 696.00 22,466.00 06/16/10 f 09 60 MA 06/79 
RANK AVE 24,918.00 
DEPT AilE 31,698.90 
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9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
EQUIV EQUIV PRCNT DOLLAR CONTRAC T DATE CONT RANK HIGH TENURE 
RANK DEPT 1984 1985 CHNGE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MN TH YEAR DEC DATE 
PROF JOURNAL ISM 32 , 225.92 33, 197 . 7 1 3.01 1,188.00 40 , 584.00 08/01/70 H 12 76 HA 08/75 
PRO F JOUR NAL ISM 24,952.27 25,825.89 3.50 1,068.00 31, 572.00 08(20/73 H 12 6 3 HS 08/78 
RANK AVE 29 , 5 11 .80 
ASSOC PROF JOUR NAL! SM 29 , 436.00 30 ,276 .00 2 .85 840.00 30,276.00 07/ 16/76 H D. 62 AB 08(82 
ASSOC PRO F JOUR NALISM 26 , 086 .00 26 , 9 16.00 3.17 828.00 26 ,916. 00 08/ 16/7 1 H D. 7. PlIO 08/77 
ASSOC PRO f JOURNALISM 211,2 16.00 25 , 0114 .00 3.4 1 828.00 25,0411.00 06/ 16/75 H 10 6 3 HA 08/8 3 
ASSOC PRO f JOURNAL I SM 22,547.35 23 , 254.10 3. 13 864.00 28, 428.00 09/0 1/ 66 . H 12 7. HA gg~!~. ASSOC PRO F J OURNALISH 21, 8 16.00 22,6114.00 3.79 828.00 22 , 6411.00 06/16/76 f 09 " , 84 HA 
RANK AVE 25,626.62 
ASST PROf JOUR NALISM 25 , 008 . 00 25 , 7110.00 2.92 732 . 00 25,7110.00 08/16/84 H D. 6 4 HA 00/00 
ASST PROF JOURNA LISM 0.00 25 ,008.00 0.00 0.00 25 , 008.00 08/16/85 f D. 65 PHD 00/00 ) 
ASSl PROF JOUR NALISM 0.00 25 ,008.00 0.00 0.00 25,008.00 08/16/85 M D. B5 PlIO . '90/00 . 
ASST PROF JOUR NAL I SM 18 ,732.00 19,704.00 5.18 972.00 19,704.00 08/16/84 H 09 64 HPS 00/00 , 
ASST PROF JOUR NAL I SH 18,408.00 19,296.00 4.82 888 .00 19,296.00 08/ 16/81 H 10 65 HA 00/00 ~ 
RANK AVE 22,951.20 • • 
IN ST JOURNAL I SH 17,004.00 ' 17,520.00 3.03 516.00 17 , 520 . 00 08/16/64 f 09 84 · -KA 00/00 
RANK AVE 17, 520.00 
DEPT AV E 24, 571.82 
9 MONT H 9 MONTH 1985 
EQUIV EQul V PRC NT DOLLAR CONTRACT DATE CONT RANK HIGH TE NURE 
RANK OEPT 1984 1985 CHNGE CtIANG( SALARY APPT SEX HNTH YEAR DEC DATE 
PROF MU SIC 36 , 180.00 37 ,692.00 4 . 17 1,512.00 37 ,692.00 09/01/64 H D. 66 PHD 09/68 
PROF MUS IC 34,248.02 35 ,4 35.76 3.46 1,452 . 00 43,320.00 08/0 1/75 H 12 76 PHD 08/80 
PRO F MUS IC 30 , 012 . 00 30,912.00 2.99 900 . 00 30,91 2 . 00 08/ 16/76 f 09 76 ART 0 08/82 
PRO F MUS IC 28 ,603 . 82 29 ,457.8 1 2.98 1, 044 . 00 36,0 12.00 07/15/71 H 12 77 EOO 08/76 
PROF MU S IC 28,668.00 29, 100.00 1. 50 432.00 29 ,1 00.00 09/01/67 H 09 79 OHE 08/7 1 
RANK AVE 32,519.51 
ASSOC PROF MUS IC 27 , 144 .00 28 ,5"8.00 5.17 1, 404 .00 28 , 548.00 06/1 6/82 f D. 62 HH 00/00 
ASSOC PROF MUSIC 26 ,"60.00 26,856.00 1. 49 396.00 26 , 856.00 09/0 1/6" H 09 76 PHD 09/69 
ASSOC PROF MUS IC 25 , 104.00 25 ,488.00 1. 52 3M.OO 25, 488.00 08/16/70 H 09 79 PH" 08/80 
ASSOC PROF MUS IC 21,456. 00 22 ,1 04. 00 3 . 02 648.00 22,104. 00 08/ 16/74 M D. 64 OMA 08/84 
RANK AVE 25 ,7119 .00 
ASST PROF MU SIC 22 , 086 . 00 23 ,2 34.47 5.19 1, 1104.00 28,11011.00 08/0 1/8 4 M 12 84 OMA DO/ DO 
ASST PR Of MU S IC 22 , 884 . 00 23,232.00 1. 52 348 . 00 23,232.00 08/ 16/73 f D. 7. MA 08/81 
ASST PR Of HUS IC 22 , 008.00 22,668.00 2.99 660.00 22, 668. 00 08/16/64 M 09 64 HM 00/00 
ASST PROf MUS IC 2 1, 480.00 22,008.00 2.45 526.00 22 . 006.00 08/16/61 H D. 61 MM DO/DO 
ASST PROf HUS IC 0.00 21 ,504.00 0.00 0.00 21,5011. 00 08/16/85 H 09 8 5 MM DO/DO 
ASS T PRO F HUS IC 20 , 376.00 20 ,986. 00 3.00 6 12.00 20 , 988.00 08 /16/7 7 f 09 79 PHD 06 /84 
ASS T PRO f MUS IC 17 , 544 . 00 19 , 536.00 11. 35 1,992.00 19,536.00 08/ 16/77 M 09 82 MM 00/00 
RANK AVE 21,88 1.49 
IN ST MU SIC 17,424 .00 17,9110. 00 2 . 96 516. 00 17 , 940.00 08/16/83 M 09 6 3 MM 00/00 
RAN K AVE 17 ,9"0. 00 
DEPT AVE 25, 688.47 
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9 MONrH 9 MONTH 1985 (QUIV EQUIV ' PRCN T DOLLAR CONTRACT OAT[ CONT RAN K HIGH TENURE RANK OEPT 1984 1985 CHNGE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR OEG DATE 
PROF PHILOSO PHY ORE 3{ ,'-I28 . 110 37 , 7011. 00 0.74 8, 052.00- 37 ,704.00 06 /07/64 " 09 67 PHD 08/68* PROF PHI LOSOPHY lie RE 35, 760.00 37 , 020.00 3 .52 1, 260 .00 37 , 020. 00 08 / 16/74 " 09 74 TltO 08/79 PROF PH I LOSOPI1Y &: RE 32 ,1 36.00 33, 108.00 3.02 972 .00 33 , 108. 00 09/ 01/68 " 09 76 PHD 08/73 PROF PHI LOSOPHY &: RE 28,968.00 29,808.00 2.89 8110.00 29,808.00 09/01/69 " 09 78 PItO 08/76 PROF PHILOSOP'IY Be RE 27.552.00 28,404 . 00 3.09 85 2 .00 28,40'-1.00 08/15/70 " 09 81 PHD 08/76 PROF PHILOSOPHY &: RE 27,276.00 28,308.00 l. 78 1,032.00 28,308.00 08/16/72 " 09 8" PHO 08/8 1 PROF PHILOSOPHY 8: RE 26 , 952.00 27,768.00 3.02 816.00 27,768.00 08/ 16/72 . F 09 8 1 Plte 08/78 PROF PHILOSOP HY 8: RE 22,860.00 25,4011.00 11. 12 2 , 5'-14.00 25,'-104.00 08/16/76 " 09 ~ , 85 PHD 08 /82 RANK AVE 30,940.50 
ASSOC PROF PH I LOSOPHY &: R' 0.00 32 ,726.54 0.00 0. 00 '-10 , 008.00 08 / 16/85 " 12 85 PHD 08/85 ASSOC PROF PIt ' LOSOPHY &: RE 27 , 6'-18.00 28,5811.00 3.38 936. 00 28,584. 00 08 / 16/7 3 " 09 79 PliO . 08/8 1 ; ASSOC PROF PHI LOSOPIIY &: RE 2 1, 936.00 23 , 784.00 8.42 1,8118.00 2 3, 7811.00 08(16/77 " 09 85 PliO '98/85 . ASSOC PROF PH I LOSOPHY & R' 22 , 008.00 23, 520 .00 6.87 1,512.00 23,520.00 08(16/84 H 09 85 PHD 00/00 ~ RANK AVE 21 ,153.63 
• IN ST PH I LOSOPHY &: RE 19,392.00 19 , 692.00 1. 54 300.00 19,692.00 08/16/82 " 09 82 "A DO/DO • RANK AV E 19,692.00 
DEPT AVE 28,910.0'-1 
9 MO NTH 9 MONTH 1985 
EQUIV EQUIV PRCNT DOLLAR CONTRACT DATE CONT RANK II IGH TENURE RANK DEPT 1984 1965 CHNGE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR OEG DATE 
PROF SOCIO LOGY, ANrH 0.00 39, 26 '1.00 0.00 0.00 39,2611.00 06/ 15/ 69 " 09 69 PHD 06/72* PROF SOCIOLOGY, ANTH 0.00 37,116.00 0.00 0. 00 37,176.00 09 /0 1/ 68 " 09 68 PHD 06/72* PROF SOCIOLOGY, ANnl 33,252.00 34,536.00 3.66 1, 284.00 34,536. 00 08/16/7 1 " 09 78 PHO 06/76 PROf SOCIOLOGY , ANTH 32 , 952.31 33 , 953.54 3.03 1, 22'-1.00 '-11 , 508.00 08/09/6 1 H 12 83 PHD DO/DO PROF SOC IOLOGY , ANTH 32 , 100.00 33,288.00 3 . 70 1,188.00 33 , 288.00 08(16/72 " 09 79 PHD 08/77 PRO f SOC IOLOGY , ANnl 31,212.00 32,580 . 00 '-1.38 1,368.00 32 , 580.00 09/01/69 H 09 78 PHD 08/73 PRor SOCIOLOGY, ANTH 31,020.00 32 , 2'-14.00 3.9'-1 1,224 .00 32,2'-1'-1.00 09/01/68 F 09 79 PHD 08/76 PROF SOC I OLOGY! ANTH 30,0'-18 . 00 30,780.00 2.113 73 2 .00 30,780.00 09/01/68 H 09 80 HSW 08/73 RANK AVE 34,227.69 
ASSOC PROf SOC IOLOGY, ANTH 27 , 62'-1.00 28,0114.00 1. 52 420.00 28,01111.00 08/16/70 F 09 77 PHO 08/76 ASSOC PROf SOCIOLOGY, ANTH 27,000.00 27 ,408.00 1. 51 '-108. 00 27,408. 00 08/16/84 H 09 84 AH DO/ DO ASSOC PROF SOCIO LOGY, AN TIl 26,916. 00 27 ,324.00 1. 51 '-1 08.00 27,324.00 09/01/68 " 09 77 PHO 08/79 ASSOC PROF SOCIO LOGY, AN TH 25,22'-1 .00 26, 280 .00 4.18 1, 056.00 26,280.00 09/01173 H 09 77 PHO 08/79 ASSOC PROF SOCIO LOGY , AN TH 25 , 164.00 25,536.00 1.47 372 . 00 25 , 536.00 09/01/61 H 09 76 MA 09/66 ASSOC PROF SOC I OLOCY, AN1H 24,444.00 25 ,380.00 3.82 936.00 25,380 .00 06/16/72 F 09 79 MSSW 06/79 ASSOC PROf SOC IOLOGY, ANTH 2'-1,31 2 .00 24,672.00 1.118 360.00 24 ,672.00 06/16/60 H 09 80 PHO 08/65 ASSOC PROF SOC IOLOGY, ANTII 2'-1 ,072.00 2'-1,'-132.00 1. 49 360.00 24,'-132.00 08(15/73 H 09 77 PHO 08/79 ASSOC PROF SOC IOLOGY, ANTH 22,308.00 23,292.00 '-1.4 1 984.00 23,292.00 06/16/77 F 09 83 PHO 06/64 RANK AVE 25,618.66 
ASST PROF SOCIOLOGY , ANTII 24,20'-1. 00 2'-1,676.00 2.77 672.00 24 ,876.00 09/01/67 H 09 71 MA 08/77 RANK AVE 24,676.00 
INST SOC 10LOGY , AN 1H 18,50'-1.00 19,008.00 2.72 50'-1.00 19 , 008.00 08/ 16/84 H 09 84 HA 00/00 RANK AVE 19 , 008.00 
OEPl AVE 28,951.23 
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9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
EQUIV EQUIV PRCNT DOLLAR CONTRACT DATE CONT RANK HIGH TENURE 
RANK DEPT 1984 1985 ' CHNGE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR DEC DATE 
PROf COMMUNICATI ON • 36,384. 00 37 ,428.00 2 .86 1, 044. 00 31 ,428.00 09 /01/62 " 09 7" EDO 08/66 PROf COMMU NICA TION • 31,519.17 32,856.00 4. 24 5 , 676.00- 32 ,856. 00 09/01 /69 " 09 79 PHD 08/16* PROf COMMU NI CATION • 30,780.00 32,064.00 4.17 1, 284.00 32 ,064.00 09 /01/69 H 09 77 PHD 08/74 PROf COMMUNI CATION • 29,760 .00 31 , 032.00 4.27 1, 272 .00 3 1,032 . 00 08 /16/13 H 09 62 PHD 08/79 PROf COMMU N I CA T I ON • 28, 764. 00 29,436.00 2.33 672, 00 29 , 436.00 09/01/69 H 09 61 PHD 08/13 PROf COMMU NI CAT ION • 27 , 828.00 28,404.00 2.06 576.00 28,1.01 • . 00 08/16/72 M 09 60 PHD 08/78 PROf COMMUN I CAT I ON • 27,780.00 28,356.00 2.07 576. 00 28,356.00 08/ 16/72 M 09 76 PHD 08/78 PROf COMMUN I CA T IO N • 27,312.00 28,212.00 3 . 29 900.00 28,212.00 08/16/76 . M 09 63 PHD 08/81 PROf CO MMUN I CA T I ON • 25,344 . 00 26, 220.00 3 . 115 876 . 00 26,220.00 01/01/73 M 09 ~ , 84 PHD 08/SO PROF COMMUNICATION • 25,200.00 26,076.00 3. III 876.00 26,076 . 00 09/01/66 M 09 63 MS 08/72 • RANK AVE 30 , 008.40 .. ~ . 
ASSOC PROF COMMUNICAT ION • 27,720.00 28,296.00 2 .07 576.00 28,296.00 08/ 16/77 " 09 60 "A 08/83 l ASSOC PRor COMMUNICATION • 26 , 772.00 27,252.00 1. 79 480.00 27,252 . 00 08/16/19 M 09 79 PHD . ' .08/81 • .1. ASSOC PROF COMMUN I CAT I ON • 21.,480.00 27,000.00 10.29 2 , 520.00 27, 000.00 08/16/83 M 09 63 MA -00 /00 f. AS,SOC PRO F CO MM UNICATION • 25,992.00 26,544.00 2. 12 552.00 26,544.00 08/16/75 M 09 60 PHD 08/8 1 ~ ASSOC PROF COMMUN I CAT! ON • 21 ,792.00 22,368.00 2.64 576.00 22,368.00 08/16/75 M 09 63 PHD 08/83 I RANK AVE 26,292 .00 • 
ASST PROr COMMUNICAT ION • 24 , 384.00 25 , 21'8. 00 3.54 864 . 00 25, 248.00 08/16179 M 09 79 HA 08/85 ASST PROF COMMUNICATION • 22 , 068 . 00 23,220.00 5.22 1,152.00 23 , 220 . 00 08/16/71 F 09 60 CTF 08/85 ASST PROF CO MM UNICATION • 18,360.00 19,128.00 4.18 768.00 19,128.00 08/16/82 M 09 62 MFA 00/00 ASST PROF COMMUN I CAT I ON • 18,000.00 18 ,432.00 2.40 432.00 18,432.00 08/16/77 f 09 6 1 MA 00/00 RANK AVE 21,507 .00 
DEPT AVE 27,240.63 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
EQUIV EQulV PRCNT DOLLAR CONTRACT DATE CONT RANK HIGH TENURE 
RANK DEPT 1981• 1985 CHNG E CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR DEC DATE 
PROF GOVER NMENT 40,127.80 39,840.00 0.72- 9 ,21 6.00- 39,840.00 09/01/63 M 09 73 PHD 09/67* 
PROF GOVER NM ENT 38,256.00 39,1132.00 3.07 1,176.00 39,432.00 07/01/58 M 09 6', PHD 08/64 
PROF GOVERNMENT 36,61 2 .00 37,716.00 3.01 1,104.00 37 , 7 16.00 08/ 17/67 f 09 73 PHD 08/71 
PROF GOVERNMENT 36, 22 1 . 04 37,605.09 3.82 1,692.00 45,972 . 00 09/0 1/6 7 " 12 73 PHD 08/7 1 PROf GOVERNMENT ll., 1.04.00 34,920. 00 1. 49 516.00 34 , 920.00 09/01/63 " 09 65 PHD 09/67 PROF GOVERNMEN T 33 , 048.00 34 , 104 . 00 3.19 1, 056 . 00 311,1011.00 09/0 1/68 M 09 76 PHD 08/73 
PRO F GOVERNMENT 33,060 . 00 33,924.00 2.6 1 864.00 33,9211.00 06/0 1/68 M 09 75 PHD 08/73 
PROF GOVERNME NT 29,724.00 31,344.00 5.45 1,620.00 31,344.00 08/16/70 " 09 79 PHD 08/75 PROF GOVERNME NT 28,704.00 29,136.00 1. 50 1.32.00 29 , 136.00 09/01/66 " 09 67 PHD 09/69 PRO f GOVERNMENT 28,068.00 28 , 824.00 2.69 756.00 28,824.00 09/01/68 M 09 79 PHD 08/75 
RANK AVE 34,684.50 
ASST PROF GOVERNMENT 24 ,768. 00 25 , 704.00 3.77 936.00 25,704.00 08/15/71 M 09 76 HA 08/8 1 
RA NK AVE 25 , 704.00 
DEPT AVE 33,868.09 
03/06/86 All FUll TIME RA NKED PERSON NEL BY SALARY 
PRESIOE NT' S OFFI CE 
wl n l l " RANK WITH I N DEPT page 20 
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9 MONTH 9 MO NTH 1985 
[QUIV EQUIV PRCNT DOLLAR CONTRACT DATE CONT RANK HIGH TENURE 
RA NK DE PT 1984 1985 CH NGE CHANCE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR DEC DATE 
ASSOC PRo r PRES I DDH ' S OFF 40,883.64 54 , 812.54 34.06 17, 028 .00 67 , 008. 00 08/15/69 M 12 7 1 EDD 0 1/74* 
RANK AVE 54.812.54 
ASST PRor PR ESIDENT' S OFF 16,962 .04 17,541. 19 3.41 708.00 21,444.00 12/01/82 r 12 ." PHD DO/DO RANK AVE 17, 541. 19 • 
9 MONTH 9 MONT H 1985 
EQUIV EQu l V PRCNT DOL LAR CONT RACT DATE CONT RANK HIGH TENURE 
~ RANK DE PT 1984 1985 CHNGE CHANGE SALARY APP'T SEX MNTlI YEAR DEC . QATE 
ASSOC PRor A TTORNE • . UN IVE 38 , 802.64 39 , 970.15 3.0 1 1,428 . 00 48,864.00 01/0 1/69 M 12 6. JD 08/74 ~ RANK AVE 39,970.75 • • 
9 MON TH 9 MONTH 1985 
EQUIV EQUIV PRCNT DOLLAR CONTRACT DATE COliT RANK HI GH TENURE 
RANK OP T 1981. 1985 CHNGE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH Y[AR DEC DAT[ 
PROF ACADEMIC AHAIR 5 1,13 1.54 52,672.65 3.0 1 1,88
"
.00 64, 392. 00 07 / 01/84 M 12 ." PHD 07/84 PROF ACAD[MI C AffA IR 36,338.83 37, 428 .40 2.99 1,332.00 45,756.00 09/01/69 M 12 7. PHD 08/74 RANK AVE 45,050.52 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
[QU IV EQUIV PRCNT DOLLAR CONTRACT DATE CONT RAN K HIGH TENURE RANK DePT 1984 1985 CH NCE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MN TH YEAR DEC DATE 




1,020.00 35, 172.00 10/15/15 M 12 75 PHD 08/60 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 EQUIV [Qurv PRCNT DOLLAR CONTRACT DAT[ CONT RANK HIGH TE NURE RANK DE PT 1964 1965 CHNGE CHANGE SALARY AP PT SEX HNTH YEAR DEC DATE 
PRor CON TIN UI NG muc 34 ,669. 711 35, 65 1. 7 1 2.77 1, 1'16.00 43,5611 . 00 08/15/13 M PROf CONTINUI NG [DUC 30,400.15 12 73 EDD 06/78 31 , 165.43 2.56 960. 00 36 , 124. 00 09/01/68 M 12 7. EDD 09/11 RANK AVE 33 ,4 18.51 
9 MONTH 9 MONTII 1985 (Q U IV EQUIV PRCNT DOLLAR CONTRACT DATE CONT RANK HI GH TENURE RANK OEP T 1984 1965 CHNGE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MN TH YEAR DEC DATE 
ASST PROF 5C HOLA5T Ie DEv[ 37,330 .24 36,459.08 3.02 1, 360.00 47,016.00 02/01/63 M 12 72 EDD RANK AV E 38, 11 59.08 00/00 
IN 5T SCHO LAST IC DEVE 15, 126.45 15, 587.60 3.04 56 4 .00 19 ,056.00 09/15/80 r 12 " MPS RA NK Av E 15 . 587 . 80 00/00 
DE PT AVE 27,023. 44 
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9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
( QUIV EQU IV , PRCNT DOL LAR CONTRACT DATE CONT RANK HI GH TENURE RA NK DE PT 198" 1985 CH NG[ CHA.NGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR DEG DATE 
PRO f CAREER PL NG, AC 3 1, 185 . ' 3 32 , 121.16 3.02 
RANK AVE 32 , 127.76 
1,152.00 39 . 216 .00 09/01/61 M 12 81 EDD 08/71 
9 MONT H 9 MONTH 1985 
EQUI V EQUIV PRC NT DOLLAR CON TRACT DATE CONT RANK HIGll TEN URE RANK DEPT 198 /1 1985 CHNGE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR DEG DATE . , 
PROF COU NSE LI NG SERV 30 , 919.29 31,911.8 1 3.0 1 1, 1"0 . 0 0 
RANK AVE 31,9 11.81 
39 ,0 12 .00 06/01/68 M 12 ' 76 EDD 08/73 
.. ' . 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 I-
EQulV EQUIV PRCNT DOL LAR CON TRACT DATE CotH RANK HIGH 'Ti:N URE .1. 
RANK OEPT 198" 1985 CliNG E CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR DEC DATE , 
ASST PRO F REGISTRAR'S OFF 30,561.02 31,489.72 3.01 1,1 28.00 38,496.00 06/20/67 M 12 79 EDD 08/85 • 
RANK AVE 3 1,"89.12 • 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
EQu lV EQUIV PRCNT DOL LAR CO NTRACT DATE CONT RANK HIGH TENURE 
RANK DEP T 1984 1985 CHNGE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR DEG DATE 
PROF STUDENT AffAIRS 46,733.97 48,137. 66 3.00 1, 716.00 58,8"8.00 0 6/01/58 M 12 58 PHD 09/62 
RANK AVE "8, 137.66 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
EQU IV EQU IV PRCNT DOL LA R CON TRACT DATE CaNT RANK HIGH TENURE 
RANK DEPT 1984 1985 CHNGE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR DEG DATE 
ASSOC PROF ALUMN I AffA IRS 32,3111.27 33,286.05 3.00 1,188.00 "0,692.00 06/09/58 M 12 7. MA 09/66 
RANK AVE 33,286.05 
9 MON TH 9 MONTH 1985 
[ QU IV EQUIV PRCNT DO LLAR CONTRACT DATE CONT RANK HIGH TENURE RANK DE PT 1984 1985 CHNG E CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR DEC DATE 
ASSOC PROF ATHLETI CS , OFFI 35,160.91 36 , 22 1 .04 3 . 01 
RA NK AVE 36,221.01, 
1 ,296 . 00 114, 280.00 OS/20/6" M 12 6. MA 09/68 
ASST PROF ATHL ET ICS, OFFI 
RAN K AVE 
28,122.84 28,967.0 1 
28,967 . 0 1 
3 .00 1,032.00 35,4 12.00 09/01/68 M 12 7 1 MA 08/76 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
EQ U IV EQulV PRCNT DOLLAR CONTRACT DATE CONT RANK HIGH TENURE 
RANK OEPT 198" 1985 CHNGE CHANGE SA LARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR DEG DATE 
ASST PROF COMPUTER & IN FO 3",797.72 35,848.03 3 .0 1 1,28".00 43,824.00 0 1/26/63 M 12 66 BS 09/67 
RANK AVE 35 , 8"8.03 
9 MONTH 9 MONl"H 1985 
[Qu I V EQUI V PRCNl DOL LAR CON1RACT DAT E CO NT RANK HI GH TENURE 
RANK OUT 1984 1985 CHNGE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR DEG DAT( 
ASSOC PROF ACAD EMIC COM PUT 29,114.25 29,987 .88 3 . 00 1,068 . 00 36,660. DO 09/01/69 M 12 78 PHD 08/80 
RANK AV E 29,987 .88 
ASST PROF ACAD EMIC COM PUT 0.00 29,045.54 0.00 0 . 00 35 , 508 . 00 08 / 16/85 F 12 85 00/00 
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ARCHI VES, UNI VE 
ARCHIVES, UNIVE 






























11 2 , 59 1.62 
11 2, 59 1.62 
211 , 716.68 
24, 716.68 






3 1, 224.69 




32 , 382.98 








12 ,603.7 4 
12 ,603.7 4 
16, 112.38 














































52 , 068.00 













20 ,256. 00 


















11 /0 1/ 8 3 
10/ 16 /72 




CONT RANK HIGH TE NURE 
SEX MN TH YEAR OEG DATE 
M 12 71 PHD 08/7 1 
r 12 66 MA 09/70 
M 12 6" BA 00/00 
• 
, 
CONT RANK HIGH TENURE 
SEX MNTtI YEAR DEG DATE 
M 12 69 EOO 00/00 
CONT RANK HIGH TENURE 
SEX MNTH YEAR OEG DATE 
M 12 63 EDO 08/84 
CONT RANK HI GH TENURE 
SEX MN TH YEAR OEG DATE 
f 12 B3 ML S 00/00 
f 09 76 MSLS 08 / 81 
f 12 6 1 MSLS 00/ 00 
CONT RANK HIGH TENURE 
SEX MN TH YEAR DEG OATE 






03/06/86 Al l fU LL T IME RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WI THIN RANK WIT HIN DEPT page 23 
LIBRARY SERVIC ES, DIRECTOR'S OffiCE 
fALL 1985 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
[ QUIV EQu IV PRCNT DO LLAR CONTRACT DATE CONT RA NK HIG H TENURE 
RA NK DEPT 1984 1985 CHN GE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MN TH YEAR DEG DATE 
PROf LIBRARY SE RVICE 0 .00 36,8 10.00 0 . 00 0.00 45,000.00 08/16/85 M 12 85 PHD 00/00 
RAN K AVE 36 , 8 10.00 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
CON "'" RANK EQUIV EQU IV PRCNT DOLLAR CO NTRACT DATE HIGH TENURE 
RANK DEPT 1984 1985 CHNGE CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNT H YEAR DEG DATE .. ' . 
ASSOC PROf LIBRARY AUIOMAT 21 , 369 .4 3 21 , 968.20 2.80 732.00 26,856 . 00 10/01/7S M 12 80 MSLS 08/83 
ASSOC PROf LIBRARY AUTOMAT 19 , 200 . 09 19,769.42 2 . 96 696.00 211,168.00 08/01/73 F 12 81 MLS . 08/80 J 
ASSOC PROf LIBRARY AUTOMAT 18,149. 78 18,699 .48 3.02 672.00 22,860.00 07/01/70 F 12 80 [OS 'g8/80 . 
ASSOC PRO F LI8RARY AUTOMAT 16, 127.68 16,373 . 08 1. 52 300. 00 20 , 016 . 00 OS/ 2 1/73 F 12 84 MLS 08/83 ~ 
RANK AVE 19, 202 . 54 • 
16 , 942.41 · 17,472.48 3.12 648.00 21,360.00 08 /16/7 1 F 12 75 MS 08/80 • ASST PROf LIBRARY AU TOMAT 
ASST PROf LIBRARY AUTOMAT 16 , 618. 48 17,148.55 3 . 18 648 . 00 20 , 964.00 10/01/78 F 12 82 ' -MSLS 00/00 
ASST PROf LIBRARY AUTOMAT 13, 732 . 58 14,213.56 3.50 588 . 00 17,376 . 00 08/ 18/75 F 12 81 MSLS 00 /00 
ASST PROf LIBRARY AUTOMAT 12,348.52 13 , 025 .83 5.48 828.00 15 ,924 .00 05/11/7 3 F 12 85 MLS . 00/00 
RANK AVE 15,465.10 
IN ST LI BRARY AUTOMAT 11',964.00 15, 444.00 3.20 480.00 15.444.00 02/0 1/63 F D. 11 BS 00/00 
RANK AVE 15,444.00 
DEPT AVE 17 , 123 .84 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 1985 
EQUIV EQUI V PRCNT DOLLAR CONTRACT DATE CO NT RANK HIGH TENURE 
RANK DEPT 1984 1985 CHNG E CHANGE SALARY APPT SEX MNTH YEAR DEG DATE 
ASSOC PROf LIBR ARY PUBLIC 21,320 . 35 21 , 958 . 3. 2.99 780.00 26 , 844.00 08/16/71 F 12 80 EDS 08/80 
ASSOC PROf LIBRARY PUBl! C 17.943.64 19.710.52 9.84 2,160.00 24,096. 00 08/16/83 M 12 83 PHD 00/00 
ASSOC PROf LIBRARY PUBLI C 19,052 . 67 19,632.00 2 . 98 696 .00 24 , 000.00 02/10/75 M 12 81 MS 08/8 1 
ASSOC PROF LIBRARY PUB LIC 18 , 022. 17 18,552.05 2 . 99 660.00 22 , 692 .00 02/01/69 F 12 81 MLS 08/78 
ASSOC PROf LIBRARY PUBL I C 17,904.38 18,444 . 26 3.01 660.00 22 ,548.00 09/01/66 F 12 82 MLS 08/79 
ASSOC PROf LIBRARY PUBLIC 16,893.33 17 , 393.95 2.96 612.00 21,264.00 08/16/71 F 12 83 MSLS 08/80 
RANK AVE 19, 283.52 
ASST PROf LIBRARY PUBLIC 17 , 295.79 17,81 6.04 3.00 636 . 00 2 1,780 . 00 07/ 18/77 F 12 83 MLS 00/00 
ASST PRO F LIBRARY PUB LI C 14,390.25 16,049. 16 11. 52 2,028.00 19, 620.00 07/06/76 F 12 7' MS 08/84 
ASST PRO f LIBRARY PUBLI C 14 , 429 . 52 15,685 .96 8.70 1,536.00 19,176.00 08/ 16/74 F 12 78 HLS 08/83 
ASST PROf LIBRARY PUBll C 14, 066 . 32 14,488 .41 3 . 00 516 .00 17 , 7 12.00 07/05/79 F 12 84 MSLS 00/00 
ASSl PROf LIBRARY PUB LI C 13, 300 .68 14 ,429.52 8.48 1,380.00 17,640.00 12/03/84 F 12 B4 HA 00/00 
ASST PROf LIBRARY PUBLI C 13,585 . 34 14, 017.24 3. 17 528.00 17, 136 .00 08/08/77 F 12 84 MSLS 00/00 
ASST PRO f LIBRARY PUBL t C 13,497 . 00 13,899.45 2.98 492 . 00 16,992.00 05/0 1/84 F 12 84 HLS 00/00 
ASST PRO f LIBRARY PUBLIC 13,320 .31 13, 722.76 3.02 492. 00 16 , 776.00 08/ 16/77 F 12 82 MS LS 00/00 
RANK AVE 15 , 013.56 
DEPT AV E 16 , 843 . 55 
RANK DEPT 
ASSOC PROf LIBRARY SPECIAL 
ASSOC PRO f LIBRARY SPEC IAL 
ASSOC PROf LIBRARY SPECIAL 
RANK AV E 
ASST PROf LIBRARY SPEC I ttL 
ASST PRor 1I BRARY SPECIAL 
ASST PRO f LI BRARY SPECIAL 
RAN K AVE 




PROf MEDI A SERVICES 
PROf MEDIA SERV ICES 
RANK AVE 
ASSOC PROf MEDIA SERVICES 
ASSOC PRO f MED IA SERVICES 
RANK AVE 
ASST PRO f MEDIA S( RVI C[ S 
ASS r PROf MEDIA SERV ICES 
ASS T PRO f MEDIA SERV ICES 
ASS T PROf MED IA SERVICES 
ASST PROf MEDIA SERVICES 
Assr PROf MED IA SERVICES 
RANK AVE 
INST MEDIA SERV ICES 
INST MEDIA SERV ICES 
INST MED'A SERVICES 
1 NST MED IA SERV ICE S 
INST MED IA SERVICES 
RANK AVE 
DEPT AVE 




2 1,820 . 96 
18,728.92 
15 , 499.46 
15 , 931.36 
14 , 449 .1 5 
0 . 00 
' 3,781.66 
9 MO NTII 
EQV IV 
1984 
33 ,1 97.7' 
26,100 . 74 
19 ,317.88 
18,532.60 
22, 54 7 .35 
18,935.06 
17 ,924.0 ' 
0.00 
15 , 921.55 
13 , 968 . 16 
23 , 95 1. 04 







9 MONT H 
EQUIV 
1985 
22 , 478.M 
19.298.25 
15 , 910 .63 
19 , 249. 17 
16,41 2 .35 
14 , 890.67 
14, 400 . 07 
15 , 23 4 .43 







26,611 . 3 1 
30,586.65 
'9 , 8 57.76 
19 , 072.48 
19,465.12 






18, 4 75.311 
2 4,795.2 1 
18,876.16 
17 , 678.61 





EQ U IV 
1965 
fi NAL TOTA LS 26,303.92 















































0 . 00 
576.00 













19 , 524.00 
20 , 0611. 00 
18,204.00 
11 , 604.00 





32 , 764 .00 
24 , 276.00 
23 , 3 16.00 
26,260.00 
2 '-1 ,3 12.00 
22,512.00 
22 , '-164.00 
20,040.00 
11, 926.00 
30 , 3 12.00 
23 , 076.00 
21,612.00 







08/ 16/7 1 
09/0 1/66 
07/01/15 
02 / 09 /8 1 
'1 /15/16 






















CONT RANK HIGIl TENURE 
SEX MNT H YEAR oEG DATE 
M 12 79 MLS 08 / 80 
F 12 83 MEo 08/78 
F 12 82 EoS 08/84 
F 12 81 MA DO/DO 
M 12 83 MPS DO/DO 
F 12 < 8 5 MA DO/DO· 




CONT RANK HIGH TENURE 
SEX MNTH YEAR oEG DAT E 
M 12 80 PHD 08/16 
M 12 " PHD 06/77 
M 12 82 Eoo 08/84 
" 12 83 " FA 08/8 1 
" 12 80 8A DO/ DO " 12 .3 MS DO/DO " 12 82 MA DO/DO " 12 86 " A DO/DO F 12 83 PHD DO/DO 
F 12 85 " A DO/ DO 
" 12 80 AA DO/DO M 12 82 AA DO/DO 
" 12 83 PRO DO/DO " 12 82 elf DO/DO " 12 8 5 BA DO/DO· 
CO NT RANK HIG H TENURE 
SEX MN TH YEAR DEC DATE 
• 
